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(54) TRANSMISSION METHOD

(57) In a transmission method according to one as-
pect of the present disclosure, quality of received data
can be improved in a reception device, when a probability
of increasing a minimum Euclid at a signal point in an
in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane during reception is in-
creased in a radio wave propagation environment in

which a direct wave is dominant. This enables provision
of an MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) system,
which can improve the reception quality in an LOS envi-
ronment while a plurality of transmit antennas and a plu-
rality of receive antennas are used.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a data transmission method, a data reception method, a data transmission
device, and a data reception device. For example, the present disclosure relates to compatibility between improvement
of a data transmission rate and data transmission with good reception quality in picture data distribution through broad-
casting.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Conventionally, for example, there is a communication method called MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output)
as a communication method in which a multi-antenna is used. In the multi-antenna communication typified by the MIMO,
pieces of transmission data of a plurality of sequences are modulated, and modulated signals are simultaneously trans-
mitted from different antennas, thereby enhancing a data communication rate.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] A transmission method according to the present disclosure includes: selecting one of 16 signal points on an
in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane according to a value of a 4-bit transmission data series; and transmitting a transmission
signal generated according to the selected signal point, wherein, assuming that I is an in-phase component and that Q
is an orthogonal component, (I,Q) of each of the 16 signal points is expressed as,
(33w16b,33w16b),(33w16b,f23w16b),(33w16b,-f23w16b),(33w16b,-33w16b),(f13w16b,33w16b),(f13
w16b,f23w16b),(f13w16b,-f23w16b),(f13w16b,-33w16b),(-f13w16b,33w16b),(-f13w16b,f23w16b),(-f1
3w16b,-f23w16b),(-f13w16b,-33w16b),(-33w16b,33w16b),(-33w16b,f23w16b),(-33w16b,-f23w16b) ,(-33w16b,-33w16b)
and when f1 satisfies f1 > 0 (f1 is a real number greater than 0) and f1 ≠ 3, f2 satisfies f2 > 0 (f2 is a real number greater
than 0) and f2 ≠ 3, and w16b is set to an average power z2 (z2 is a real number greater than 0) of the signal point, (Equation
2) is satisfied.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0006]

FIG. 1 is a view illustrating configuration examples of transmission and reception devices.
FIGS. 2(A) and 2(B) are views illustrating examples of simulation results of a BER (Bit Error Rate) characteristic
(vertical axis: BER and horizontal axis: SNR (signal-to-noise power ratio)) when 2-by-2 (2-antenna transmission
and 2-antenna reception) spatially multiplexed MIMO is performed on data subjected to LDPC (low-density parity-
check) coding in a Rayleigh fading environment and a Rician fading environment with Rician factor K = 3, 10, and
16 dB.
FIG. 3 is a view illustrating an example of a 16QAM signal point arrangement in an in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane.
FIG. 4 is a view illustrating another example of the 16QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q
plane.
FIG. 5 is a view illustrating an example of the 16QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane.
FIG. 6 is a view illustrating an example of a 64QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane.
FIG. 7 is a view illustrating another example of the 64QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q
plane.
FIG. 8 is a view illustrating still another example of the 64QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal
Q plane.
FIG. 9 is a view illustrating an example of a 256QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane.
FIG. 10 is a view illustrating another example of the 256QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal
Q plane.
FIG. 11 is a view illustrating still another example of the 256QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal
Q plane.
FIG. 12 is a view illustrating a configuration example of signal processing of a transmission device.
FIG. 13 is a view illustrating another configuration example of the signal processing of the transmission device.
FIG. 14 is a view illustrating a configuration example of signal processing after the signal processing in FIG. 12 or 13.
FIG. 15 is a view illustrating an example of a frame configuration in which MIMO is used.
FIG. 16 is a view illustrating a relationship between the transmission device and the reception device.
FIG. 17 is a view illustrating an example of a phase change.
FIG. 18 is a view illustrating another configuration example of the signal processing after the signal processing in
FIG. 12 or 13.
FIG. 19 is a view illustrating still another configuration example of the signal processing after the signal processing
in FIG. 12 or 13.
FIG. 20 is a view illustrating still another configuration example of the signal processing after the signal processing
in FIG. 12 or 13.
FIG. 21 is a view illustrating still another configuration example of the signal processing after the signal processing
in FIG. 12 or 13.
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DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT

(Underlying Knowledge Forming Basis of the Present Disclosure)

[0007] FIG. 1 illustrates configuration examples of transmission and reception devices for two transmit antennas, two
receive antennas, and two transmission modulated signals (transmission streams). In the transmission device, coded
data is interleaved, the interleaved data is modulated, frequency conversion is performed on the modulated data to
generate a transmission signal, and the transmission signal is transmitted from the antenna. At this point, a scheme in
which different modulated signals are transmitted from transmit antennas at the same clock time and the same frequency
is a spatially multiplexed MIMO scheme.
[0008] PTL 1 proposes a transmission device including different interleaving patterns for different transmit antennas.
That is, in the transmission device of FIG. 1, two interleavers (πa and πb) have the interleaving patterns different from
each other. In the reception device, as described in NPLs 1 and 2, the reception quality is improved by iteratively
performing a detection method (the MIMO detector in FIG. 1) in which a soft value is used.
[0009] An NLOS (non-line of sight) environment typified by a Rayleigh fading environment and an LOS (line of sight)
environment typified by a Rician fading environment exist as an actual propagation environment model in radio com-
munication. The transmission device transmits a single modulated signal, and the reception device performs a maximum
ratio combination on signals received by the plurality of antennas, and demodulates and decodes the signal after the
maximum ratio combination. In such cases, good reception quality can be obtained in the LOS environment, particularly
the environment having a large Rician factor indicating magnitude of received power of a direct wave to received power
of a scattered wave. However, depending on the transmission scheme (for example, spatially multiplexed MIMO trans-
mission scheme), there is a problem in that the reception quality degrades with increasing Rician factor (see NPL 3).
[0010] FIGS. 2(A) and 2(B) illustrate examples of simulation results of a BER (Bit Error Rate) characteristic (vertical
axis: BER and horizontal axis: SNR (Signal-to-Noise power Ratio)) when 2-by-2 (2-antenna transmission and 2-antenna
reception) spatially multiplexed MIMO is performed on data subjected to LDPC (Low-Density Parity-Check) coding in a
Rayleigh fading environment and a Rician fading environment with Rician factor K = 3, 10, and 16 dB. FIG. 2(A) illustrates
the BER characteristic of a Max-log-APP (APP: A Posterior Probability) in which iterative detection is not performed (see
NPLs 1 and 2), and FIG. 2(B) illustrates the BER characteristic of the Max-log-APP in which the iterative detection is
performed (a number of iterations is 5) (see NPLs 1 and 2). As can be seen from FIGS. 2(A) and 2(B), in the spatially
multiplexed MIMO system, irrespective of the iterative detection, the reception quality degrades with increasing Rician
factor. This shows that the spatially multiplexed MIMO system has a unique problem that "in the spatially multiplexed
MIMO system, the reception quality degrades when the propagation environment is stabilized" unlike the conventional
system that transmits the single modulated signal.
[0011] The broadcasting or the multi-cast communication is a service that needs to cope with various propagation
environments, and the radio wave propagation environment between a receiver owned by a user and a broadcasting
station can be the LOS environment. In the case that spatially multiplexed MIMO system having the problem is used in
the broadcasting or the multi-cast communication, the service may be unavailable due to the degradation of the reception
quality even if the radio wave has high reception field intensity in the receiver. That is, in order to use the spatially
multiplexed MIMO system in the broadcasting or the multi-cast communication, there is a demand for development of
the MIMO transmission scheme in which a certain level of reception quality is obtained in both the NLOS environment
and the LOS environment.
[0012] NPL 8 describes a method for selecting a code book used in pre-coding (pre-coding matrix (also referred to as
a pre-coding weight matrix)) from feedback information from a communication partner. However, NPL 8 does not describe
the method for performing the pre-coding in a situation in which the feedback information from the communication partner
cannot be obtained like the broadcasting or the multi-cast communication as described above.
[0013] On the other hand, NPL 4 describes a method for switching the pre-coding matrix with time, the method being
applicable to the case that the feedback information does not exist. In NPL 4, a unitary matrix is used as a matrix used
in the pre-coding, and the unitary matrix is randomly switched. However, NPL 4, which describes the random switching,
does not describe a method applicable to the degradation of the reception quality in the LOS environment. Neither
description about the pre-coding method for improving the degradation of the reception quality in the LOS environment
nor a method for constructing the pre-coding matrix is described in NPL 4. Furthermore, there is no description about a
signal point arrangement (mapping) in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of the modulation scheme in applying the pre-
coding, particularly a mapping method for improving the data reception quality in the LOS environment.
[0014] Hereinafter, an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure will be described with reference to the drawings.
[0015] The present disclosure relates to a transmission method for improving the quality of the received data in the
reception device when the MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) scheme involving the plurality of transmit antennas
and the plurality of receive antennas is used in the multi-cast transmission or the broadcasting.
[0016] There is a high possibility of improving the quality of the received data in the reception device when a probability
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of increasing a minimum Euclid at the signal point in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane during the reception is increased
in the radio wave propagation environment in which the direct wave is dominant.
[0017] An exemplary embodiment solving the problem will be described below.

FIRST EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT

[0018] First, a mapping method (a signal point arrangement in an in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of a modulation
scheme) according to the exemplary embodiment will be described with 16QAM, 64QAM, and 256QAM mapping methods
as an example.

<16QAM mapping>

[0019] The 16QAM mapping method will be described below.
[0020] FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a 16QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. In
FIG. 3, 16 marks "s" indicate 16QAM signal points, a horizontal axis indicates I, and a vertical axis indicates Q.
[0021] In FIG. 3, it is assumed that f > 0 (f is a real number greater than 0), f ≠ 3, and f ≠ 1 hold.
[0022] In the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane, coordinates of the 16 signal points (in FIG. H1, the mark "s" indicates
the signal point) for 16QAM are expressed as follows: (33w16a,33w16a),(33w16a,f3w16a),(33w16a,-f3w16a),(33w16a,-
33w16a),(f3w16a,33w16a),(f3w16 a,f3w16a),(f3w16a,-f3w16a),(f3w16a,-
33w16a),(-f3w16a,33w16a),(-f3w16a,f3w16a),(-f3w16a,-f3 w16a),(-f3w16a,-
33w16a),(-33w16a,33w16a),(-33w16a,f3w16a),(-33w16a,-f3w16a),(-33w16a,-3 3w16a), where w16a is a real number
greater than 0.
[0023] At this point, the bits to be transmitted (input bits) are set to b0, b1, b2, and b3. For example, in the case that
the bits to be transmitted are (b0,b1,b2,b3) = (0,0,0,0), the bits to be transmitted are mapped in signal point H101 of
FIG. 3, and on the assumption that I and Q are the in-phase component and the orthogonal component of the post-
mapping baseband signal, respectively, (I,Q) = (3 3 w16a,3 3 w16a) is obtained.
[0024] That is, in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband signal (in 16QAM)
are decided based on the bits to be transmitted (b0,b1,b2,b3). An example of a relationship between a set of b0, b1, b2,
and b3 (0000 to 1111) and the coordinates of the signal point is indicated in FIG. 3. The values of the sets of b0, b1, b2,
and b3 (0000 to 1111) are indicated immediately below the 16 signal points (the marks "s" in FIG. H1) of 16QAM:
(33w16a,33w16a),(33w16a,f3w16a),(33w16a,-f3w16a),(33w16a,-
33w16a),(f3w16a,33w16a),(f3w16 a,f3w16a),(f3w16a,-f3w16a),(f3w16a,-
33w16a),(-f3w16a,33w16a),(-f3w16a,f3w16a),(-f3w16a,-f3 w16a),(-f3w16a,-
33w16a),(-33w16a,33w16a),(-33w16a,f3w16a),(-33w16a,-f3w16a),(-33w16a,-3 3w16a).
The coordinates in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of the signal point ("O") immediately above the set of b0, b1, b2,
and b3 (0000 to 1111) serve as in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband
signal. The relationship between the set of b0, b1, b2, and b3 (0000 to 1111) in 16QAM and the coordinates of the signal
point is not limited to that illustrated in FIG. 3.
[0025] The 16 signal points in FIG. 3 are referred to as "signal point 1", "signal point 2", ..., "signal point 15", and "signal
point 16" (because 16 signal points exist, "signal point 1" to "signal point 16" exist). It is assumed that Di is a distance
between "signal point i" and an origin in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. At this point, w16a is given as follows.
[Mathematical formula 1] 

[0026] Therefore, an average power of the post-mapping baseband signal is z2.
[0027] The 16QAM mapping method is generally called non-uniform 16QAM. Hereinafter, the mapping method is
referred to as "16QAM mapping method #1".
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[0028] In the above description, it is assumed that "f ≠ 3 and f ≠ 1" hold. The mapping method in the case of "f = 1" is
referred to as uniform 16QAM, and is hereinafter referred to as "16QAM mapping method #0".
[0029] The 16QAM mapping method will be described below.
[0030] FIG. 4 illustrates an example of the 16QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. In
FIG. 4, the 16 marks "O" indicate the 16QAM signal points, the horizontal axis indicates I, and the vertical axis indicates Q.
[0031] In FIG. 4, it is assumed that f1 > 0 (f1 is a real number greater than 0), f2 > 0 (f2 is a real number greater than
0), f1 ≠ 3, f2 ≠ 3, and f1 ≠ f2 hold.
[0032] In the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane, coordinates of the 16 signal points (in FIG. H2, the mark "s" indicates
the signal point) for 16QAM are expressed as follows: (33w16b,33w16b),(33w16b,f23w16b),(33w16b,-f23w16b),(33w16b,-
33w16b),(f13w16b,33w16b),(f13 w16b,f23w16b),(f13w16b,-f23w16b),(f13w16b,-
33w16b),(-f13w16b,33w16b),(-f13w16b,f23w16b),(-f1 3w16b,-f23w16b),(-f13w16b,-
33w16b),(-33w16b,33w16b),(-33w16b,f23w16b),(-33w16b,-f23w16b) ,(-33w16b,-33w16b), where w16b is a real number
greater than 0.
[0033] At this point, the bits (input bits) to be transmitted are set to b0, b1, b2, and b3. For example, in the case that
the bits to be transmitted are (b0,b1,b2,b3) = (0,0,0,0), the bits to be transmitted are mapped in signal point H201 of
FIG. 4, and on the assumption that I and Q are the in-phase component and the orthogonal component of the post-
mapping baseband signal, respectively, (I,Q) = (3 3 w16b,3 3 w16b) is obtained.
[0034] That is, in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband signal (in 16QAM)
are decided based on the bits to be transmitted (b0,b1,b2,b3). An example of the relationship between a set of b0, b1,
b2, and b3 (0000 to 1111) and the coordinates of the signal point is indicated in FIG. 4. The values of the sets of b0, b1,
b2, and b3 (0000 to 1111) are indicated immediately below the 16 signal points (the marks "s" in FIG. H2) of 16QAM:
(33w16b,33w16b),(33w16b,f23w16b),(33w16b,-f23w16b),(33w16b,-33w16b),(f13w16b,33w16b),(f13
w16b,f23w16b),(f13w16b,-f23w16b),(f13w16b,-33w16b),(-f13w16b,33w16b),(-f13w16b,f23w16b),(-f1
3w16b,-f23w16b),(-f13w16b,-33w16b),(-33w16b,33w16b),(-33w16b,f23w16b),(-33w16b,-f23w16b) ,(-33w16b,-33w16b).
The coordinates in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of the signal point ("O") immediately above the set of b0, b1, b2,
and b3 (0000 to 1111) serve as in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband
signal. The relationship between the set of b0, b1, b2, and b3 (0000 to 1111) in 16QAM and the coordinates of the signal
point is not limited to that illustrated in FIG. H2.
[0035] The 16 signal points in FIG. 4 are referred to as "signal point 1", "signal point 2", ..., "signal point 15", and "signal
point 16" (because 16 signal points exist, "signal point 1" to "signal point 16" exist). It is assumed that Di is a distance
between "signal point i" and an origin in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. At this point, w16b is given as follows.
[Mathematical formula 2] 

[0036] Therefore, an average power of the post-mapping baseband signal is z2.
[0037] Hereinafter, the 16QAM mapping method is referred to as "16QAM mapping method #2".
[0038] The 16QAM mapping method will be described below.
[0039] FIG. 5 illustrates an example of the 16QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. In
FIG. 5, the 16 marks "s" indicate the 16QAM signal points, the horizontal axis indicates I, and the vertical axis indicates Q.
[0040] In FIG. 5, it is assumed that k1 > 0 (k1 is a real number greater than 0), k2 > 0 (k2 is a real number greater than
0), k1 ≠ 1, k2 ≠ 1, and k1 ≠ k2 hold.
[0041] In the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane, coordinates of the 16 signal points (in FIG. 5, the mark "O" indicates the
signal point) for 16QAM are expressed as follows: (k13w16c,k23w16c),(k13w16c,13w16c),(k13w16c,-
13w16c),(k13w16c,-k23w16c),(13w16c,k23w16c), (13w16c,13w16c),(13w16c,-
13w16c),(13w16c,-k23w16c),(-13w16c,k23w16c),(-13w16c,13w16c),( -13w16c,-
13w16c),(-13w16c,-k23w16c),(-k13w16c,k23w16c),(-k13w16c,13w16c),(-k13w16c,-13 w16c),(-k13w16c,-k23w16c),
where w16c is a real number greater than 0.
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[0042] At this point, the bits (input bits) to be transmitted are set to b0, b1, b2, and b3. For example, in the case that
the bits to be transmitted are (b0,b1,b2,b3) = (0,0,0,0), the bits to be transmitted are mapped in signal point H301 of
FIG. 5, and on the assumption that I and Q are the in-phase component and the orthogonal component of the post-
mapping baseband signal, respectively, (I,Q) = (k1 3 w16c,k2 3 w16c) is obtained.
[0043] That is, in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband signal (in 16QAM)
are decided based on the bits to be transmitted (b0,b1,b2,b3). An example of the relationship between a set of b0, b1,
b2, and b3 (0000 to 1111) and the coordinates of the signal point is indicated in FIG. H3. The values of the sets of b0,
b1, b2, and b3 (0000 to 1111) are indicated immediately below the 16 signal points (the marks "s" in FIG. 5) of 16QAM:
(k13w16c,k23w16c),(k13w16c,13w16c),(k13w16c,-13w16c),(k13w16c,-k23w16c),(13w16c,k23w16c),
(13w16c,13w16c),(13w16c,-13w16c),(13w16c,-k23w16c),(-13w16c,k23w16c),(-13w16c,13w16c),( -13w16c,-
13w16c),(-13w16c,-k23w16c),(-k13w16c,k23w16c),(-k13w16c,13w16c),(-k13w16c,-13 w16c),(-k13w16c,-k23w16c).
The coordinates in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of the signal point ("O") immediately above the set of b0, b1, b2,
and b3 (0000 to 1111) serve as in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband
signal. The relationship between the set of b0, b1, b2, and b3 (0000 to 1111) in 16QAM and the coordinates of the signal
point is not limited to that illustrated in FIG. 5.
[0044] The 16 signal points in FIG. 5 are referred to as "signal point 1", "signal point 2", ..., "signal point 15", and "signal
point 16" (because 16 signal points exist, "signal point 1" to "signal point 16" exist). It is assumed that Di is a distance
between "signal point i" and an origin in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. At this point, w16c is given as follows.
[Mathematical formula 3] 

[0045] Therefore, an average power of the post-mapping baseband signal is z2.
[0046] Hereinafter, the 16QAM mapping method is referred to as "16QAM mapping method #3".
[0047] The 64QAM mapping method will be described below.
[0048] FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a 64QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. In
FIG. 6, the 64 marks "s" indicate the 64QAM signal points, the horizontal axis indicates I, and the vertical axis indicates Q.
[0049] In FIG. 6, it is assumed that g1 > 0 (g1 is a real number greater than 0) and g2 > 0 (g2 is a real number greater
than 0) and g3 > 0 (g3 is a real number greater than 0) hold,
that {{g1 ≠ 7 and g2 ≠ 7 and g3 ≠ 7} holds},
that {{(g1,g2,g3) ≠ (1,3,5) and (g1,g2,g3) ≠ (1,5,3) and (g1,g2,g3) ≠ (3,1,5) and (g1,g2,g3) ≠ (3,5,1) and (g1,g2,g3) ≠ (5,1,3)
and (g1,g2,g3) ≠ (5,3,1)} holds}, and
that {{g1 ≠ g2 and g1 ≠ g3 and g2 ≠ g3} holds}.
[0050] In the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane, coordinates of the 64 signal points (in FIG. H4, the mark "s" indicates
the signal point) for 64QAM are expressed as follows:

(73w64a,73w64a),(73w64a,g33w64a),(73w64a,g23w64a),(73w64a,g13w64a),(73w64a,-g13w64a),(7
3w64a,-g23w64a),(73w64a,-g33w64a),(73w64a,-73w64a),

(g33w64a,73w64a),(g33w64a,g33w64a),(g33w64a,g23w64a),(g33w64a,g13w64a),(g33w64a,-g13w64 a),(g33w64a,-g

23w64a),(g33w64a,-g33w64a),(g33w64a,-73w64a),

(g23w64a,73w64a),(g23w64a,g33w64a),(g23w64a,g23w64a),(g23w64a,g13w64a),(g23w64a,-g13w64 a),(g23w64a,-g

23w64a),(g23w64a,-g33w64a),(g23w64a,-73w64a),
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(g13w64a,73w64a),(g13w64a,g33w64a),(g13w64a,g23w64a),(g13w64a,g13w64a),(g13w64a,-g13w64 a),(g13w64a,-g

23w64a),(g13w64a,-g33w64a),(g13w64a,-73w64a),

(-g13w64a,73w64a),(-g13w64a,g33w64a),(-g13w64a,g23w64a),(-g13w64a,g13w64a),(-g13w64a,-g13w64a),(-g13w6

4a,-g23w64a),(-g13w64a,-g33w64a),(-g13w64a,-73w64a),

(-g23w64a,73w64a),(-g23w64a,g33w64a),(-g23w64a,g23w64a),(-g23w64a,g13w64a),(-g23w64a,-g13w64a),(-g23w6

4a,-g23w64a),(-g23w64a,-g33w64a),(-g23w64a,-73w64a),

(-g33w64a,73w64a),(-g33w64a,g33w64a),(-g33w64a,g23w64a),(-g33w64a,g13w64a),(-g33w64a,-g13w64a),(-g33w6

4a,-g23w64a),(-g33w64a,-g33w64a),(-g33w64a,-73w64a),

(-73w64a,73w64a),(-73w64a,g33w64a),(-73w64a,g23w64a),(-73w64a,g13w64a),(-73w64a,-g13w

64a),(-73w64a,-g23w64a),(-73w64a,-g33w64a),(-73w64a,-73w64a), where W64a is a real number greater than 0.

[0051] At this point, the bits (input bits) to be transmitted are set to b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5. For example, in the
case that the bits to be transmitted are (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5) = (0,0,0,0,0,0), the bits to be transmitted are mapped in
signal point H401 of FIG. 6, and on the assumption that I and Q are the in-phase component and the orthogonal component
of the post-mapping baseband signal, respectively, (I,Q) = (7 3 w64a,7 3 w64a) is obtained.
[0052] That is, in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband signal (in 64QAM)
are decided based on the bits to be transmitted (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5). An example of the relationship between a set of
b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) and the coordinates of the signal point is indicated in FIG. 6. The values
of the sets of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) are indicated immediately below the 64 signal points (in
FIG. 6, the marks "O") of 64QAM:

(73w64a,73w64a),(73w64a,g33w64a),(73w64a,g23w64a),(73w64a,g13w64a),(73w64a,-g13w64a),(7
3w64a,-g23w64a),(73w64a-g33w64a),(73w64a,-73w64a),

(g33w64a,73w64a),(g33w64a,g33w64a),(g33w64a,g23w64a),(g33w64a,g13w64a),(g33w64a,-g13w64a
a),(g33w64a,-g23w64a),(g33w64a,-g33w64a),(g33w64a,-73w64a),

(g23w64a,73w64a),(g23w64a,g33w64a),(g23w64a,g23w64a),(g23w64a,g13w64a),(g23w64a,-g13w64 a),(g23w64a,-g

23w64a),(g23w64a,-g33w64a),(g23w64a,-73w64a),

(g13w64a,73w64a),(g13w64a,g33w64a),(g13w64a,g23w64a),(g13w64a,g13w64a),(g13w64a,-g13w64a a),(g13w64a,-
g23w64a),(g13w64a,-g33w64a),(g13w64a,-73w64a),

(-g13w64a,73w64a),(-g13w64a,g33w64a),(-g13w64a,g23w64a),(-g13w64a,g13w64a),(-g13w64a,-g13w64a),(-g13w6

4a,-g23w64a),(-g13w64a,-g33w64a),(-g13w64a,-73w64a),

(-g23w64a,73w64a),(-g23w64a,g33w64a),(-g23w64a,g23w64a),(-g23w64a,g13w64a),(-g23w64a,-g13w64a),(-g23w6

4a,-g23w64a),(-g23w64a,-g33w64a),(-g23w64a,-73w64a),

(-g33w64a,73w64a),(-g33w64a,g33w64a),(-g33w64a),(-g33w64a,g13w64a),(-g33w64a,-g13w64a),(-g33w64a,-g23w6

4a),(-g33w64a,-g33w64a),(-3w64a,-73w64a),

(-73w64a,73w64a),(-73w64a,g33w64a),(-73w64a,g23w64a),(-73w64a,g13w64a),(-73w64a,-g13w

64a),(-73w64a,-g23w64a),(-73w64a,-g33w64a),(-73w64a,-73w64a).
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The coordinates in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of the signal point ("s") immediately above the set of b0, b1, b2,
b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) serve as in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping
baseband signal. The relationship between the set of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) in 64QAM and the
coordinates of the signal point is not limited to that illustrated in FIG. 6.
[0053] The 64 signal points in FIG. 6 are referred to as "signal point 1", "signal point 2", ..., "signal point 63", and "signal
point 64" (because 64 signal points exist, "signal point 1" to "signal point 64" exist). It is assumed that Di is a distance
between "signal point i" and an origin in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. At this point, w64a is given as follows.
[Mathematical formula 4]

[0054] Therefore, an average power of the post-mapping baseband signal is z2.
[0055] The 64QAM mapping method is generally called non-uniform 64QAM. Hereinafter, the mapping method is
referred to as "64QAM mapping method #1".
[0056] The mapping method in the case of "(g1,g2,g3) ≠ (1,3,5)" in the above description is referred to as uniform
64QAM, and is hereinafter referred to as "64QAM mapping method #0".
[0057] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of the 64QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. In
FIG. 7, the 64 marks "s" indicate the 64QAM signal points, the horizontal axis indicates I, and the vertical axis indicates Q.
[0058] In FIG. 7, g1 > 0 (g1 is a real number greater than 0) and g2 > 0 (g2 is a real number greater than 0) and g3 >
0 (g3 is a real number greater than 0) and g4 > 0 (g4 is a real number greater than 0) and g5 > 0 (g5 is a real number
greater than 0) and g6 > 0 (g6 is a real number greater than 0) hold, and
{g1 ≠ 7 and g2 ≠ 7 and g3 ≠ 7 and g1 ≠ g2 and g1 ≠ g3 and g2 ≠ g3}
and
{g4 ≠ 7 and g5 ≠ 7 and g6 ≠ 7 and g4 ≠ g5 and g4 ≠ g6 and g5 ≠ g6}
and
{{g1 ≠ g4 or g2 ≠ g5 or g3 ≠ g6} holds} hold.
[0059] In the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane, coordinates of the 64 signal points (in FIG. H5, the mark "s" indicates
the signal point) for 64QAM are expressed as follows:

(73w64b,73w64b),(73w64b,g63w64b),(73w64b,g53w64b),(73w64b,g43w64b),(73w64b,-g43w64b),(7
3w64b,-g53w64b),(73w64b,-g63w64b),(73w64b,-73w64b),

(g33w64b,73w64b),(g33w64b,g63w64b),(g33w64b,g53w64b),(g33w64b,g43w64b),(g33w64b,-g43w64 b),(g33w64b,-g

53w64b),(g33w64b,-g63w64b),(g33w64b,-73w64b),

(g23w64b,73w64b),(g23w64b,g63w64b),(g23w64b,g53w64b),(g23w64b,g43w64b),(g23w64b,-g43w64 b),(g23w64b,-g

53w64b),(g23w64b,-g63w64b),(g23w64b,-73w64b),

(g13w64b,73w64b),(g13w64b,g63w64b),(g13w64b,g53w64b),(g13w64b,g43w64b),(g13w64b,-g43w64 b),(g13w64b,-g

53w64b),(g13w64b,-g63w64b),(g13w64b,-73w64b),

(-g13w64b,73w64b),(-g13w64b,g63w64b),(-g13w64b,g53w64b),(-g13w64b,g43w64b),(-g13w64b,-g43w64b),(-g13w6

4b,-g53w64b),(-g13w64b,-g63w64b),(-g13w64b,-73w64b),

(-g23w64b,73w64b),(-g23w64b,g63w64b),(-g23w64b,g53w64b),(-g23w64b,g43w64b),(-g23w64b,-g43w64b),(-g23w6

4b,-g53w64b),(-g23w64b,-g63w64b),(-g23w64b,-73w64b),
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(-g33w64b,73w64b),(-g33w64b,g63w64b),(-g33w64b,g53w64b),(-g33w64b,g43w64b),(-g33w64b,-g43w64b),(-g33w6

4b,-g53w64b),(-g33w64b,-g63w64b),(-g33w64b,-73w64b),

(-73w64b,73w64b),(-73w64b,g63w64b),(-73w64b,g53w64b),(-73w64b,g43w64b),(-73w64b,-g43w

64b),(-73w64b,-g53w64b),(-73w64b,-g63w64b),(-73w64b,-73w64b), where w64b is a real number greater than 0.

[0060] At this point, the bits (input bits) to be transmitted are set to b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5. For example, in the
case that the bits to be transmitted are (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5) = (0,0,0,0,0,0), the bits to be transmitted are mapped in
signal point H501 of FIG. 7, and on the assumption that I and Q are the in-phase component and the orthogonal component
of the post-mapping baseband signal, respectively, (I,Q) = (7 3 w64b,7 3 w64b) is obtained.
[0061] That is, in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband signal (in 64QAM)
are decided based on the bits to be transmitted (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5). An example of the relationship between a set of
b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) and the coordinates of the signal point is indicated in FIG. 7. The values
of the sets of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) are indicated immediately below the 64 signal points (the
marks "s" in FIG. H5) of 64QAM:

(73w64b,73w64b),(73w64b,g63w64b),(73w64b,g53w64b),(73w64b,g43w64b),(73w64b,-g43w64b),(7
3w64b,-g53w64b),(73w64b,-g63w64b),(73w64b,-73w64b),

(g33w64b,73w64b),(g33w64b,g63w64b),(g33w64b,g53w64b),(g33w64b,g43w64b),(g33w64b,-g43w64 b),(g33w64b,-g

53w64b),(g33w64b,-g63w64b),(g33w64b,-73w64b),

(g23w64b,73w64b),(g23w64b,g63w64b),(g23w64b,g53w64b),(g23w64b,g43w64b),(g23w64b,-g43w64 b),(g23w64b,-g

53w64b),(g23w64b,-g63w64b),(g23w64b,-73w64b),

(g13w64b,73w64b),(g13w64b,g63w64b),(g13w64b,g53w64b),(g13w64b,g43w64b),(g13w64b,-g43w64 b),(g13w64b,-g

53w64b),(g13w64b,-g63w64b),(g13w64b,-73w64b),

(-g13w64b,73w64b),(-g13w64b,g63w64b),(-g13w64b,g53w64b),(-g13w64b,g43w64b),(-g13w64b,-g43w64b),(-g13w6

4b,-g53w64b),(-g13w64b,-g63w64b),(-g13w64b,-73w64b),

(-g23w64b,73w64b),(-g23w64b,g63w64b),(-g23w64b,g53w64b),(-g23w64b,g43w64b),(-g23w64b,-g43w64b),(-g23w6

4b,-g53w64b),(-g23w64b,-g63w64b),(-g23w64b,-73w64b),

(-g33w64b,73w64b),(-g33w64b,g63w64b),(-g33w64b,g53w64b),(-g33w64b,g43w64b),(-g33w64b,-g43w64b),(-g33w6

4b,-g53w64b),(-g33w64b,-g63w64b),(-g33w64b,-73w64b),

(-73w64b,73w64b),(-73w64b,g63w64b),(-73w64b,g53w64b),(-73w64b,g43w64b),(-73w64b,-g43w

64b),(-73w64b,-g53w64b),(-73w64b,-g63w64b),(-73w64b,-73w64b).

The coordinates in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of the signal point ("O") immediately above the set of b0, b1, b2,
b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) serve as in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping
baseband signal. The relationship between the set of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) in 64QAM and the
coordinates of the signal point is not limited to that illustrated in FIG. 7.
[0062] The 64 signal points in FIG. 7 are referred to as "signal point 1", "signal point 2", ..., "signal point 63", and "signal
point 64" (because 64 signal points exist, "signal point 1" to "signal point 64" exist). It is assumed that Di is a distance
between "signal point i" and an origin in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. At this point, w64b is given as follows.
[Mathematical formula 5] 
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[0063] Therefore, an average power of the post-mapping baseband signal is z2.
[0064] Hereinafter, the 64QAM mapping method is referred to as "64QAM mapping method #2".
[0065] FIG. 8 illustrates an example of the 64QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. In
FIG. 8, the 64 marks "s" indicate the 64QAM signal points, the horizontal axis indicates I, and the vertical axis indicates Q.
[0066] In FIG. 8,
it is assumed that "m1 > 0 (m1 is a real number greater than 0) and m2 > 0 (m2 is a real number greater than 0) and m3
> 0 (m3 is a real number greater than 0) and m4 > 0 (m4 is a real number greater than 0) and m5 > 0 (m5 is a real number
greater than 0) and m6 > 0 (m6 is a real number greater than 0) and m7 > 0 (m7 is a real number greater than 0) and m8
> 0 (m8 is a real number greater than 0) hold, and
{m1 ≠ m2 and m1 ≠ m3 and m1 ≠ m4 and m2 ≠ m3 and m2 ≠ m4 and m3 ≠ m4}
and
{m5 ≠ m6 and m5 ≠ m7 and m5 ≠ m8 and m6 ≠ m7 and m6 ≠ m8 and m7 ≠ m8}
and
{m1 ≠ m5 or m2 ≠ m6 or m3 ≠ m7 or m4 ≠ m8 holds} hold",
or
it is assumed that "m1 > 0 (m1 is a real number greater than 0) and m2 > 0 (m2 is a real number greater than 0) and m3
> 0 (m3 is a real number greater than 0) and m4 > 0 (m4 is a real number greater than 0) and m5 > 0 (m5 is a real number
greater than 0) and m6 > 0 (m6 is a real number greater than 0) and m7 > 0 (m7 is a real number greater than 0) and m8
> 0 (m8 is a real number greater than 0) hold, and
{m1 ≠ m2 and m1 ≠ m3 and m1 ≠ m4 and m2 ≠ m3 and m2 ≠ m4 and m3 ≠ m4}
and
{m5 ≠ m6 and m5 ≠ m7 and m5 ≠ m8 and m6 ≠ m7 and m6 ≠ and m7 ≠ m8}
and
{m1 ≠ m5 or m2 ≠ m6 or m3 ≠ m7 or m4 ≠ m8 holds}
and
{m1 = m5 or m2 = m6 or m3 = m7 or m4 = m8 holds} hold".
[0067] In the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane, coordinates of the 64 signal points (in FIG. H6, the mark "s" indicates
the signal point) for 64QAM are expressed as follows:

(m43w64c,m83w64c),(m43w64c,m73w64c),(m43w64c,m63w64c),(m43w64c,m53w64c),(m43w64c,-m53w64c),(m43

w64c,-m63w64c),(m43w64c,-m73w64c),(m43w64c,-m83w64c),

(m33w64c,m83w64c),(m33w64c,m73w64c),(m33w64c,m63w64c),(m33w64c,m53w64c),(m33w64c,-m53w64c),(m33

w64c,-m63w64c),(m33w64c,-m73w64c),(m33w64c,-m83w64c),

(m23w64c,m83w64c),(m23w64c,m73w64c),(m23w64c,m63w64c),(m23w64c,m53w64c),(m23w64c,-m53w64c),(m23

w64c,-m63w64c),(m23w64c,-m73w64c),(m23w64c,-m83w64c),

(m13w64c,m83w64c),(m13w64c,m73w64c),(m13w64c,m63w64c),(m13w64c,m53w64c),(m13w64c,-m53w64c),(m13

w64c,-m63w64c),(m13w64c,-m73w64c),(m13w64c,-m83w64c),

(-m13w64c,m83w64c),(-m13w64c,m73w64c),(-m13w64c,m63w64c),(m13w64c,-m53w64c),(m13

w64c,-m53w64c),(-m13w64c,-m63w64c),(-m13w64c,-m73w64c),(-m13w64c,-m83w64c),

(-m23w64c,m83w64c),(-m23w64c,m73w64c),(-m23w64c,m63w64c),(-m23w64c,m53w64c),(-m23

w64c,-m53w64c),(-m23w64c,-m63w64c),(-m23w64c,-m73w64c),(-m23w64c,-m83w64c),
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(-m33w64c,m83w64c),(-m33w64c,m73w64c),(-m33w64c,m63w64c),(-m33w64c,m53w64c),(-m33

w64c,-m53w64c),(-m33w64c,-m63w64c),(-m33w64c,-m73w64c),(-m33w64c,-m83w64c),

(-m43w64c,m83w64c),(-m43w64c,m73w64c),(-m43w64c,m63w64c),(-m43w64c,m53w64c),(-m43

w64c,-m53w64c),(-m43w64c,-m63w64c),(-m43w64c,-m73w64c),(-m43w64c,-m83w64c), where w64c is a real number
greater than 0.

[0068] At this point, the bits (input bits) to be transmitted are set to b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5. For example, in the
case that the bits to be transmitted are (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5) = (0,0,0,0,0,0), the bits to be transmitted are mapped in
signal point H601 of FIG. 8, and on the assumption that I and Q are the in-phase component and the orthogonal component
of the post-mapping baseband signal, respectively, (I,Q) = (m4 3 w64c, m8 3 w64c) is obtained.
[0069] That is, in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband signal (in 64QAM)
are decided based on the bits to be transmitted (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5). An example of the relationship between a set of
b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) and the coordinates of the signal point is indicated in FIG. 8. The values
of the sets of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) are indicated immediately below the 64 signal points (in
FIG. 8, the marks "O") of 64QAM:

(m43w64c,m83w64c),(m43w64c,m73w64c),(m43w64c,m63w64c),(m43w64c,m53w64c),(m43w64c,-m53w64c),(m43

w64c,-m63w64c),(m43w64c,-m73w64c),(m43w64c,-m83w64c),

(m33w64c,m83w64c),(m33w64c,m73w64c),(m33w64c,m63w64c),(m33w64c,m53w64c),(m33w64c,-m53w64c),(m33

w64c,-m63w64c),(m33w64c,-m73w64c),(m33w64c,-m83w64c),

(m23w64c,m83w64c),(m23w64c,m73w64c),(m23w64c,m63w64c),(m23w64c,m53w64c),(m23w64c,-m53w64c),(m23

w64c,-m63w64c),(m23w64c,-m73w64c),(m23w64c,-m83w64c),

(m13w64c,m83w64c),(m13w64c,m73w64c),(m13w64c,m63w64c),(m13w64c,m53w64c),(m13w64c,-m53w64c),(m13

w64c,-m63w64c),(m13w64c,-m73w64c),(m13w64c,-m83w64c),

(-m13w64c,m83w64c),(-m13w64c,m73w64c),(-m13w64c,m63w64c),(-m13w64c,m53w64c),(-m13

w64c,-m53w64c),(-m13w64c,-m63w64c),(-m13w64c,-m73w64c),(-m13w64c,-m83w64c),

(-m23w64c,m83w64c),(-m23w64c,m73w64c),(-m23w64c,m63w64c),(-m23w64c,m53w64c),(-m23

w64c,-m53w64c),(-m23w64c,-m63w64c),(-m23w64c,-m73w64c),(-m23w64c,-m83w64c),

(-m33w64c,m83w64c),(-m33w64c,m73w64c),(-m33w64c,m63w64c),(-m33w64c,m53w64c),(-m33

w64c,-m53w64c),(-m33w64c,-m63w64c),(-m33w64c,-m73w64c),(-m33w64c,-m83w64c),

(-m43w64c,m83w64c),(-m43w64c,m73w64c),(-m43w64c,m63w64c),(-m43w64c,m53w64c),(-m43

w64c,-m53w64c),(-m43w64c,-m63w64c),(-m43w64c,-m73w64c),(-m43w64c,-m83w64c).

The coordinates in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of the signal point ("O") immediately above the set of b0, b1, b2,
b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) serve as in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping
baseband signal. The relationship between the set of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 (000000 to 111111) in 64QAM and the
coordinates of the signal point is not limited to that illustrated in FIG. 8.
[0070] The 64 signal points in FIG. 8 are referred to as "signal point 1", "signal point 2", ..., "signal point 63", and "signal
point 64" (because 64 signal points exist, "signal point 1" to "signal point 64" exist). It is assumed that Di is a distance
between "signal point i" and an origin in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. At this point, w64c is given as follows.
[Mathematical formula 6] 
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[0071] Therefore, an average power of the post-mapping baseband signal is z2.
[0072] Hereinafter, the 64QAM mapping method is referred to as "64QAM mapping method #3".
[0073] The 256QAM mapping method will be described below.
[0074] FIG. 9 illustrates an example of a 256QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. In
FIG. 9, the 256 marks "s" indicate the 256QAM signal points, the horizontal axis indicates I, and the vertical axis indicates
Q.
[0075] In FIG. 9, it is assumed that h1 > 0 (h1 is a real number greater than 0) and h2 > 0 (h2 is a real number greater
than 0) and h3 > 0 (h3 is a real number greater than 0) and h4 > 0 (h4 is a real number greater than 0) and h5 > 0 (h5 is
a real number greater than 0) and h6 > 0 (h6 is a real number greater than 0) and h7 > 0 (h7 is a real number greater
than 0) hold,
that {{h1 ≠ 15 and h2 ≠ 15 and h3 ≠ 15 and h4 ≠ 15 and h5 ≠ 15 and h6 ≠ 15 and h7 ≠ 15} holds},
and
that {{a1 is an integer of 1 to 7 and a2 is an integer of 1 to 7 and a3 is an integer of 1 to 7 and a4 is an integer of 1 to 7
and a5 is an integer of 1 to 7 and a6 is an integer of 1 to 7 and a7 is an integer of 1 to 7} holds, and
(ha1,ha2,ha3,ha4,ha5,ha6,ha7) ≠ (1,3,5,7,9,11,13) holds when {ax ≠ ay holds in all integers x and integers y} when {x is an
integer of 1 to 7 and y is an integer of 1 to 7 and x ≠ y} holds},
and {{h1 ≠ h2 and h1 ≠ h3 and h1 ≠ h4 and h1 ≠ h5 and h1 ≠ h6 and h1 ≠ h7
and h2 ≠ h3 and h2 ≠ h4 and h2 ≠ h5 and h2 ≠ h6 and h2 ≠ h7
and h3 ≠ h4 and h3 ≠ h5 and h3 ≠ h6 and h3 ≠ h7
and h4 ≠ h5 and h4 ≠ h6 and h4 ≠ h7
and h5 ≠ h6 and h5 ≠ h7
and h6 ≠ h7} holds}.
[0076] In the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane, coordinates of the 256 signal points (in FIG. 9, the mark "s" indicates
the signal point) for 256QAM are expressed as follows:

(153w256a,153w256a),(153w256,h73w256a),(153w256a,h63w256a),(153w256a,h53w256a),(153w2 56a,h43w256a),(
153w250a,h33w256a),(153w250a,h23w256a),(153w256a,h13w256a),(153w256a,-15
3w256a),(153w256a,-h73w256a),(153w256a,-h63w256a),(153w256a,-h53w256a),(153w256a,-h43w

256a),(153w256a,-h33w256a),(153w256a,-h23w256a),(153w256a,-h13w256a),

(h73w256a,153w256a),(h73w256a,h73w256a),(h73w256a,h63w256a),(h73w256a,h53w256a),(h73w256a ,h43w256a),(h

73w256a,h33w256a),(h73w256a,h23w256a),(h73w256a,h13w256a),(h73w256a,-
153w256 a),(h73w256a,-h73w256a),(h73w256a,-h63w256a),(h73w256a,-h53w256a),(h73w256a,-h43w256a),(h

73w256a,-h33w256a),(h73w256a,-h23w256a),(h73w256a,-h13w256a),

(h63w256a,153w256a),(h63w256a,h73w256a),(h63w256a,h63w256a),(h63w256a,h53w256a),(h63w256a ,h43w256a),(h

63w256a,h33w256a),(h63w256a,h23w256a),(h63w256a,h13w256a),(h63w256a,-
153w256 a),(h63w256a,-h73w256a),(h63w256a,-h63w256a),(h63w256a,-h53w256a),(h63w256a,-h43w256a),(h

63w256a,-h33w256a),(h63w256a,-h23w256a),(h63w256a,-h13w256a),

(h53w256a,153w256a),(h53w256a,h73w256a),(h53w256a,h63w256a),(h53w256a,h53w256a),(h53w256a ,h43w256a),(h

53w256a,h33w256a),(h53w256a,h23w256a),(h53w256a,h13w256a),(h53w256a,-
153w256 a),(h53w256a,-h73w256a),(h53w256a,-h63w256a),(h53w256a,-h53w256a),(h53w256a,-h43w256a),(h

53w256a,-h33w256a),(h53w256a,-h23w256a),(h53w256a,-h13w256a),

(h43w256a,153w256a),(h43w256a,h73w256a),(h43w256a,h63w256a),(h43w256a,h53w256a),(h43w256a ,h43w256a),(h
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43w256a,h33w256a),(h43w256a,h23w256a),(h43w256a,h13w256a),(h43w256a,-
153w256 a),(h43w256a,-h73w256a),(h43w256a,-h63w256a),(h43w256a,-h53w256a),(h43w256a,-h43w256a),(h

43w256a,-h33w256a),(h43w256a,-h23w256a),(h43w256a,-h13w256a),

(h33w256a,153w256a),(h33w256a,h73w256a),(h33w256a,h63w256a),(h33w256a,h53w256a),(h33w256a ,h43w256a),(h

33w256a,h33w256a),(h33w256a,h23w256a),(h33w256a,h13w256a),(h33w256a,-
153w256 a),(h33w256a,-h73w256a),(h33w256a,-h63w256a),(h33w256a,-h53w256a),(h33w256a,-h43w256a),(h

33w256a,-h33w256a),(h33w256a,-h23w256a),(h33w256a,-h13w256a),

(h23w256a,153w256a),(h23w256a,h73w256a),(h23w256a,h63w256a),(h23w256a,h53w256a),(h23w256a ,h43w256a),(
h23w256a,h33w256a),(h23w256a,h23w256a),(h23w256a,h13w256a),(h23w256a,153w256 a),(h23w256a,-h73w256a),(h

23w256a,-h63w256a),(h23w256a,-h53w256a),(h23w256a,-h43w256a),(h2
3w256a,-h33w256a),(h23w256a,-h23w256a),(h23w256a,-h13w256a),

(h13w256a,153w256a),(h13w256a,h73w256a),(h13w256a,h63w256a),(h13w256a,h53w256a),(h13w256a ,h43w256a),(h

13w256a,h33w256a),(h13w256a,h23w256a),(h13w256a,h13w256a),(h13w256a,-
153w256 a),(h13w256a,-h73w256a),(h13w256a,-h63w256a),(h13w256a,-h53w256a),(h13w256a,-h43w256a),(h
13w256a,-h33w256a),(h13w256a,-h23w256a),(h13w256a,-h13w256a),

(-153w256a,153w256a),(-153w256a,h73w256a),(-153w256a,h63w256a),(-153w256a,h3w256a),(-153w256a,h43w256

a),(-153w256a,h33w256a),(-153w256a,h23w256a),(-153w256a,h13w256a),(-15 3w256a,-
153w256a),(-153w256a,-h73w256a),(-153w256a,-h63w256a),(-153w256a,-h53w256a),(-153w256a,-h43w256a),(-153
w256a,-h33w256a),(-153w256a,-h23w256a),(-153w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h73w256a,153w256a),(-h73w256a,h73w256a),(-h73w256a,h63w256a),(-h73w256a,h53w256a),(-h7
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h73w256a,h33w256a),(-h73w256a,h23w256a),(-h73w256a,h13w256a),(-h73w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h73w256a,-h73w256a),(-h73w256a,-h63w256a),(-h73w256a,-h53w256a),(-h73w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h73w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h73w256a,-h23w256a),(-h73w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h63w256a,153w256a),(-h63w256a,h73w256a),(-h63w256a,h63w256a),(-h63w256a,h53w256a),(-h6
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h63w256a,h33w256a),(-h63w256a,h23w256a),(-h63w256a,h13w256a),(-h63w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h63w256a,-h73w256a),(-h63w256a,-h63w256a),(-h63w256a,-h53w256a),(-h63w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h63w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h63w256a,-h23w256a),(-h63w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h53w256a,153w256a),(-h53w256a,h73w256a),(-h53w256a,h63w256a),(-h53w256a,h53w256a),(-h5
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h53w256a,h33w256a),(-h53w256a,h23w256aa),(-h53w256a,h13w256a),(-h53w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h53w256a,-h73w256a),(-h53w256a,-h63w256a),(-h53w256a,-h53w256a),(-h53w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h53w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h53w256a,-h23w256a),(-h53w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h43w256a,153w256a),(-h43w256a,h73w256a),(-h43w256a,h63w256a),(-h43w256a,h53w256a),(-h4
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h43w256a,h33w256a),(-h43w256a,h23w256a),(-h43w256a,h13w256a),(-h43w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h43w256a,-h73w256a),(-h43w256a,-h63w256a),(-h43w256a,-h53w256a),(-h43w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h43w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h43w256a,-h23w256a),(-h43w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h33w256a,153w256a),(-h33w256a,h73w256a),(-h33w256a,h63w256a),(-h33w256a,h53w256a),(-h3
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h33w256a,h33w256a),(-h33w256a,h23w256a),(-h33w256a,h13w256a),(-h33w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h33w256a,-h73w256a),(-h33w256a,-h63w256a),(-h33w256a,-h53w256a),(-h33w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h33w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h33w256a,-h23w256a),(-h33w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h23w256a,153w256a),(-h23w256a,h73w256a),(-h23w256a,h63w256a),(-h23w256a,h53w256a),(-h2
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h23w256a,h33w256a),(-h23w256a,h23w256a),(-h23w256a,h13w256a),(-h23w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h23w256a,-h73w256a),(-h23w256a,-h63w256a),(-h23w256a,-h53w256a),(-h23w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h23w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h23w256a,-h23w256a),(-h23w256a,-h13w256a),
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(-h13w256a,153w256a),(-h13w256a,h73w256a),(-h13w256a,h63w256a,(-h13w256a,h53w256a),(-h1
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h13w256a,h33w256a),(-h13w256a,h23w256a),(-h13w256a,h13w256a),(-h13w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h13w256a,-h73w256a),(-h13w256a,-h63w256a),(-h13w256a,-h53w256a),(-h13w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h13w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h13w256a,-h23w256a),(-h13w256a,-h13w256a), where w256a is a real number greater than 0.

[0077] At this point, the bits (input bits) to be transmitted are set to b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7. For example,
in the case that the bits to be transmitted are (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6,b7) = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), the bits to be transmitted
are mapped in signal point H701 of FIG. 9, and on the assumption that I and Q are the in-phase component and the
orthogonal component of the post-mapping baseband signal, respectively, (I,Q) = (15 3 w256a, 15 3 w256a) is obtained.
[0078] That is, in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband signal (in 256QAM)
are decided based on the bits to be transmitted (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6,b7). FIG. 9 illustrates an example of the relationship
between a set of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to 11111111) and the coordinates of the signal point. The
values of the sets of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to 11111111) are indicated immediately below the
256 signal points (in FIG. 9, the marks "O") of 256QAM:

(153w256a,153w256a),(153w256a,h73w256a),(153w256a,h63w256a),(153w256a,h53w256a),(153w2 56a,h43w256a),(
153w256a,h33w256a),(153w256a,h23w256a),(153w256a,h13w256a),(153w256a,-15
3w256a),(153w256a,-h73w256a),(153w256a,-h63w256a),(153w256a,-h53w256a),(153w256a,-h43w

256a),(153w256a,-h33w256a),(153w256a,-h23w256a),(153w256a,-h13w256a),

(h73w256a,153w256a),(h73w256a,h73w256a),(h73w256a,h63w256a),(h73w256a,h53w256a),(h73w256a ,h43w256a),(h

73w256a,h33w256a),(h73w256a,h23w256a),(h73w256a,h13w256a),(h73w256a,-
153w256 a),(h73w256a,-h73w256a),(h73w256a,-h63w256a),(h73w256a,-h53w256a),(h73w256a,-h43w256a),(h

73w256a,-h33w256a),(h73w256a,-h23w256a),(h73w256a,-h13w256a),

(h63w256a,153w256a),(h63w256a,h73w256a),(h63w256a,h63w256a),(h63w256a,h53w256a),(h63w256a ,h43w256a),(h

63w256a,h33w256a),(h63w256a,h23w256a),(h63w256a,h13w256a),(h63w256a,-
153w256 a),(h63w256a,-h73w256a),(h63w256a,-h63w256a),(h63w256a,-h53w256a),(h63w256a,-h43w256a),(h

63w256a,-h33w256a),(h63w256a,-h23w256a),(h63w256a,-h13w256a),

(h53w256a,153w256a),(h53w256a,h73w256a),(h53w256a,h63w256a),(h53w256a,h53w256a),(h53w256a ,h43w256a),(h

53w256a,h33w256a),(h53w256a,h23w256a),(h53w256a,h13w256a),(h53w256a,-
153w256 a),(h53w256a,-h73w256a),(h53w256a,-h63w256a),(h53w256a,-h53w256a),(h53w256a,-h43w256a),(h
53w256a,-h33w256a),(h53w256a,-h23w256a),(h53w256a,-h13w256a),

(h43w256a,153w256a),(h43w256a,h73w256a),(h43w256a,h63w256a),(h43w256a,h53w256a),(h43w256a ,h43w256a),(h

43w256a,h33w256a),(h43w256a,h23w256a),(h43w256a,h13w256a),(h43w256a,-
153w256 a),(h43w256a,-h73w256a),(h43w256a,-h63w256a),(h43w256a,-h53w256a),(h43w256a,-h43w256a),(h
43w256a,-h33w256a),(h43w256a,-h23w256a),(h43w256a,-h13w256a),

(h33w256a,153w256a),(h33w256a,h73w256a),(h33w256a,h63w256a),(h33w256a,h53w256a),(h33w256a ,h43w256a),(h

33w256a,h33w256a),(h33w256a,h23w256a),(h33w256a,h13w256a),(h33w256a,-
153w256 a),(h33w256a,-h73w256a),(h33w256a,-h63w256a),(h33w256a,-h53w256a),(h33w256a,-h43w256a),(h

33w256a,-h33w256a),(h33w256a,-h23w256a),(h33w256a,-h13w256a),

(h23w256a,153w256a),(h23w256a,h73w256a),(h23w256a,h63w256a),(h23w256a,h53w256a),(h23w256a ,h43w256a),(h

23w256a,h33w256a),(h23w256a,h23w256a),(h23w256a,h13w256a),(h23w256a,-
153w256 a),(h23w256a,-h73w256a),(h23w256a,-h63w256a),(h23w256a,-h53w256a),(h23w256a,-h43w256),(h2
3w256a,-h33w256a),(h23w256a,-h23w256a),(h23w256a,-h13w256a),
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(h13w256a,153w256a),(h13w256a,h73w256a),(h13w256a,h63w256a),(h13w256a,h53w256a),(h13w256a ,h43w256a),(h

13w256a,h33w256a),(h13w256a,h23w256a),(h13w256a,h13w256a),(h13w256a,-
153w256 a),(h13w256a,-h73w256a),(h13w256a,-h63w256a),(h13w256a,-h53w256a),(h13w256a,-h43w256a),(h
13w256a,-h33w256a),(h13w256a,-h23w256a),(h13w256a,-h13w256a),

(-153w256a,153w256a),(-153w256a,h73w256a),(-153w256a,h63w256a),(-153w256a,h53w256a),(-153w256a,h43w25

6a),(-153w256a,h33w256a),(-153w256a,h23w256a),(-153w256a,h13w256a),(-15 3w256a,-
153w256a),(-153w256a,-h73w256a),(-153w256a,-h63w256a),(-153w256a,-h53w256a),(-153w256a,-h43w256a),(-153
w256a,-h33w256a),(-153w256a,-h23w256a),(-153w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h73w256a,153w256a),(-h73w256a,h73w256a),(-h73w256a,h63w256a),(-h73w256a,h53w256a),(-h7
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h73w256a,h33w256a),(-h73w256a,h23w256a),(-h73w256a,h13w256a),(-h73w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h73w256a,-h73w256a),(-h73w256a,-h63w256a),(-h73w256a,-h53w256a),(-h73w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h73w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h73w256a,-h23w256a),(-h73w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h63w256a,153w256a),(-h63w256a,h73w256a),(-h63w256a,h63w256a),(-h63w256a,h53w256a),(-h6
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h63w256a,h33w256a),(-h63w256a,h23w256a),(-h63w256a,h13w256a),(-h63w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h63w256a,-h73w256a),(-h63w256a,-h63w256a),(-h63w256a,-h53w256a),(-h63w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h63w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h63w256a,-h23w256a),(-h63w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h53w256a,153w256a),(-h53w256a,h73w256a),(-h53w256a,h63w256a),(-h53w256a,h53w256a),(-h5
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h53w256a,h33w256a),(-h53w256a,h23w256a),(-h53w256a,h13w256a),(-h53w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h53w256a,-h73w256a),(-h53w256a,-h63w256a),(-h53w256a,-h53w256a),(-h53w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h53w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h53w256a,-h23w256a),(-h53w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h43w256a,153w256a),(-h43w256a,h73w256a),(-h43w256a,h63w256a),(-h43w256a,h53w256a),(-h4
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h43w256a,h33w256a),(-h43w256a,h23w256a),(-h43w256a,h13w256a),(-h43w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h43w256a,-h73w256a),(-h43w256a,-h63w256a),(-h43w256a,-h53w256a),(-h43w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h43w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h43w256a,-h23w256a),(-h43w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h33w256a,153w256a,(-h33w256a,h73w256a),(-h33w256a,h63w256a),(-h33w256a,h53w256a),(-h3
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h33w256a,h33w256a),(-h33w256a,h23w256a),(-h33w256a,h13w256a),(-h33w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h33w256a,-h73w256a),(-h33w256a,-h63w256a),(-h33w256a,-h53w256a),(-h33w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h33w

256a-h33w256a),(-h33w256a,-h23w256a),(-h33w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h23w256a,153w256a),(-h23w256a,h73w256a),(-h23w256a,h63w256a),(-h23w256a,h53w256a),(-h2
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h23w256a,h33w256a),(-h23w256a,h23w256a),(-h23w256a,h13w256a),(-h23w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h23w256a,-h73w256a),(-h23w256a,-h63w256a),(-h23w256a,-h53w256a),(-h23w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h23w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h23w256a,-h23w256a),(-h23w256a,-h13w256a),

(-h13w256a,153w256a),(-h13w256a,h73w256a),(-h13w256a,h63w256a),(-h13w256a,h53w256a),(-h1
3w256a,h43w256a),(-h13w256a,h33w256a),(-h13w256a,h23w256a),(-h13w256a,h13w256a),(-h13w25 6a,-
153w256a),(-h13w256a,-h73w256a),(-h13w256a,-h63w256a),(-h13w256a,-h53w256a),(-h13w2 56a,-h43w256a),(-h13w

256a,-h33w256a),(-h13w256a,-h23w256a),(-h13w256a,-h13w256a).

The coordinates in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of the signal point ("O") immediately above the set of b0, b1, b2,
b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to 11111111) serve as in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the
post-mapping baseband signal. The relationship between the set of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to
11111111) in 256QAM and the coordinates of the signal point is not limited to that illustrated in FIG. 9.
[0079] The 256 signal points in FIG. 9 are referred to as "signal point 1", "signal point 2", ..., "signal point 255", and
"signal point 256" (because 256 signal points exist, "signal point 1" to "signal point 256" exist). It is assumed that Di is
a distance between "signal point i" and an origin in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. At this point, w256a is given as follows.
[Mathematical formula 7] 
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[0080] Therefore, an average power of the post-mapping baseband signal is z2.
[0081] The 256QAM mapping method is generally called non-uniform 256QAM. Hereinafter, the mapping method is
referred to as "256QAM mapping method #1".
[0082] The mapping method in the case of "(ha1,ha2,ha3,ha4,ha5,ha6,ha7) = (1,3,5,7,9,11,13)" in the above description
is referred to as uniform 256QAM, and is hereinafter referred to as "256QAM mapping method #0".
[0083] FIG. 10 illustrates an example of the 256QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane.
In FIG. 10, the 256 marks "s" indicate the 256QAM signal points, the horizontal axis indicates I, and the vertical axis
indicates Q.
[0084] In FIG. 10, h1 > 0 (h1 is a real number greater than 0) and h2 > 0 (h2 is a real number greater than 0) and h3 >
0 (h3 is a real number greater than 0) and h4 > 0 (h4 is a real number greater than 0) and h5 > 0 (h5 is a real number
greater than 0) and h6 > 0 (h6 is a real number greater than 0) and h7 > 0 (h7 is a real number greater than 0) and h8 >
0 (h8 is a real number greater than 0) and h9 > 0 (h9 is a real number greater than 0) and h10 > 0 (h10 is a real number
greater than 0) and h11 > 0 (h11 is a real number greater than 0) and h12 > 0 (h12 is a real number greater than 0) and
h13 > 0 (h13 is a real number greater than 0) and h14 > 0 (h14 is a real number greater than 0) hold, and {h1 ≠ 15 and h2
≠ 15 and h3 ≠ 15 and h4 ≠ 15 and h5 ≠ 15 and h6 ≠ 15 and h7 ≠ 15
and h1 ≠ h2 and h1 ≠ h3 and h1 ≠ h4 and h1 ≠ h5 and h1 ≠ h6 and h1 ≠ h7
and h2 ≠ h3 and h2 ≠ h4 and h2 ≠ h5 and h2 ≠ h6 and h2 ≠ h7
and h3 ≠ h4 and h3 ≠ h5 and h3 ≠ h6 and h3 ≠ h7
and h4 ≠ h5 and h4 ≠ h6 and h4 ≠ h7
and h5 ≠ h6 and h5 ≠ h7
and h6 ≠ h7}
and {h8 ≠ 15 and h9 ≠ 15 and h10 ≠ 15 and h11 ≠ 15 and h12 ≠ 15 and h13 ≠ 15 and h14 ≠ 15
and h8 ≠ h9 and h8 ≠ h10 and h8 ≠ h11 and h8 ≠ h12 and h8 ≠ h13 and h8 ≠ h14
and h9 ≠ h10 and h9 ≠ h11 and h9 ≠ h12 and h9 ≠ h13 and h9 ≠ h14
and h10 ≠ h11 and h10 ≠ h12 and h10 ≠ h13 and h10 ≠ h14
and h11 ≠ h12 and h11 ≠ h13 and h11 ≠ h14
and h12 ≠ h13 and h12 ≠ h14
and h13 ≠ h14}
and {h1 ≠ h8 or h2 ≠ h9 or h3 ≠ h10 or h4 ≠ h11 or h5 ≠ h12 or h6 ≠ h13 or h7 ≠ h14 holds} hold.
[0085] In the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane, coordinates of the 256 signal points (in FIG. 10, the mark "s" indicates
the signal point) for 256QAM are expressed as follows:

(153w256b,153w256b),(153w256b,h143w256b),(153w256b,h133w256b),(153w256b,h123w256b),(153
w256b,h113w256b),(153w256b,h103w256b),(153w256b,h93w256b),(153w256b,h83w256b),(153w256b,
-153w256b),(153w256b,-h143w256b),(153w256b,-h133w256b),(153w256b,-h123w256b),(153w256b,
-h113w256b),(153w256b,-h103w256b),(153w256b,-h93w256b),(153w256b,-h83w256b),

(h73w256b,153w256b),(h73w256b,h143w256b),(h73w256b,h133w256b),(h73w256b,h123w256b),(h73w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h73w256b,h103w256b),(h73w256b,h93w256b),(h73w256b,h83w256b),(h73w256b,-15
3w256b),(h73w256b,-h143w256b),(h73w256b,-h133w256b),(h73w256b,-h123w256b),(h73w256b,-h113

w256b),(h73w256b,-h103w256b),(h73w256b,-h93w256b),(h73w256b,-h83w256b),

(h63w256b,153w256b),(h63w256b,h143w256b),(h63w256b,h133w256b),(h63w256b,h123w256b),(h63w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h63w256b,h103w256b),(h63w256b,h93w256b),(h63w256b,h83w256b),(h63w256b,-15
3w256b),(h63w256b,-h143w256b),(h63w256b,-h133w256b),(h63w256b,-h123w256b),(h63w256b,-h113

w256b),(h63w256b,-h103w256b),(h63w256b,-h93w256b),(h63w256b,-h83w256b),

(h53w256b,153w256b),(h53w256b,h143w256b),(h53w256b,h133w256b),(h53w256b,h123w256b),(h53w2 56b,h113w256
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b),(h53w256b,h103w256b),(h53w256b,h93w256b),(h53w256b,h83w256b),(h53w256b,-15
3w256b),(h53w256b,-h143w256b),(h53w256b,-h133w256b),(h53w256b,-h123w256b),(h53w256b,-h113

w256b),(h53w256b,-h103w256b),(h53w256b,-h93w256b),(h53w256b,-h83w256b),

(h43w256b,153w256b),(h43w256b,h143w256b),(h43w256b,h133w256b),(h43w256b,h123w256b),(h43w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h43w256b,h103w256b),(h43w256b,h93w256b),(h43w256b,h83w256b),(h43w256b,-15
3w256b),(h43w256b,-h143w256b),(h43w256b,-h133w256b),(h43w256b,-h123w256b),(h43w256b,-h113

w256b),(h43w256b,-h103w256b),(h43w256b,-h93w256b),(h43w256b,-h83w256b),

(h33w256b,153w256b),(h33w256b,h143w256b),(h33w256b,h133w256b),(h33w256b,h123w256b),(h33w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h33w256b,h103w256b),(h33w256b,h93w256b),(h33w256b,h83w256b),(h33w256b,-15
3w256b),(h33w256b,-h143w256b),(h33w256b,-h133w256b),(h33w256b,-h123w256b),(h33w256b,-h113

W256b),(h33w256b,-h103w256b),(h33w256b,-h93w256b),(h33w256b,-h83w256b),

(h23w256b,153w256b),(h23w256b,h143w256b),(h23w256b,h133w256b),(h23w256b,h123w256b),(h23w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h23w256b,h103w256b),(h23w256b,h93w256b),(h23w256b,h83w256b),(h23w256b,-15
3w256b),(h23w256b,-h143w256b),(h23w256b,-h133w256b),(h23w256b,-h123w256b),(h23w256b,-h113

w256b),(h23w256b,-h103w256b),(h23w256b,-h93w256b),(h23w256b,-h83w256b),

(h13w256b,153w256b),(h13w256b,h143w256b),(h13w256b,-h133w256b),(h13w256b,-h123w256b),(h13w2 56b,h113w25

6b),(h13w256b,h103w256b),(h13w256b,h93w256b),(h13w256b,h83w256b),(h13w256b,-15
3w256b,(h13w256b,-h143w256b,(h13w256b,-h133w256b),(h13w256b,-h123w256b),(h13w256b,-h113

w256b),(h13w256b,-h103w256b),(h13w256b,-h93w256b),(h13w256b,-h83w256b),

(-153w256b,153w256b),(-153w256b,h143w256b),(-153w256b,h133w256b),(-153w256b,h123w256b),
(-153w256b,h113w256b),(-153w256b,h103w256b),(-153w256b,h93w256b),(-153w256b,h83w256b),( -153w256b,-
153w256b),(-153w256b,-h143w256b),(-153w256b,-h133w256b),(-153w256b,-h123w

256b),(-153w256b,-h113w256b),(-153w256b,-h103w256b),(-153w256b,-h93w256b),(-153w256b,-h 83w256b),

(-h73w256b,153w256b),(-h73w256b,h143w256b),(-h73w256b,h133w256b),(-h73w256b,h123w256b),( -h73w256b,h113

w256b),(-h73w256b,h103w256b),(-h73w256b,h93w256b),(-h73w256b,h83w256b),(-h 73w256b,
-153w256b),(-h73w256b,-h143w256b),(-h73w256b,-h133w256b),(-h73w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h73w256b,-h113w256b),(-h73w256b,-h103w256b),(-h73w256b,-h93w256b),(-h73w256b,-h83w256 b),

(-h63w256b,153w256b),(-h63w256b,h143w256b),(-h63w256b,h133w256b),(-h63w256b,h123w256b),( -h63w256b,h113

w256b),(-h63w256b,h103w256b),(-h63w256b,h93w256b),(-h63w256b,h83w256b),(-h 63w256b,-
153w256b),(-h63w256b,-h143w256b),(-h63w256b,-h133w256b),(-h63w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h63w256b,-h113w256b),(-h63w256b,-h103w256b),(-h63w256b,-h93w256b),(-h63w256b,-h83w256 b),

(-h53w256b,153w256b),(-h53w256b,h143w256b),(-h53w256b,h133w256b),(-h53w256b,h123w256b),( -h53w256b,h113

w256b),(-h53w256b,h103w256b),(-h53w256b,h93w256b),(-h53w256b,h83w256b),(-h 53w256b,-
153w256b),(-h53w256b,-h143w256b),(-h53w256b,-h133w256b),(-h53w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h53w256b,-h113w256b),(-h53w256b,-h103w256b),(-h53w256b,-h93w256b),(-h53w256b,-h83w256 b),

(-h43w256b,153w256b),(-h43w256b,h143w256b),(-h43w256b,h133w256b),(-h43w256b,h123w256b),( -h43w256b,h113

w256b),(-h43w256b,h103w256b),(-h43w256b,h93w256b),(-h43w256b,h83w256b),(-h 43w256b,-
153w256b),(-h43w256b,-h143w256b),(-h43w256b,-h133w256b),(-h43w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h43w256b,-h113w256b),(-h43w256b,-h103w256b),(-h43w256b,-h93w256b),(-h43w256b,-h83w256 b),
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(-h33w256b,153w256b),(-h33w256b,h143w256b),(-h33w256b,h133w256b),(-h33w256b,h123w256b),( -h33w256b,h113

w256b),(-h33w256b,h103w256b),(-h33w256b,h93w256b),(-h33w256b,h83w256b),(-h 33w256b,-
153w256b),(-h33w256b,-h143w256b),(-h33w256b,-h133w256b),(-h33w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h33w256b,-h113w256b),(-h33w256b,-h103w256b),(-h33w256b,-h93w256b),(-h33w256b,-h83w256 b),

(-h23w256b,153w256b),(-h23w256b,h143w256b),(-h23w256b,h133w256b),(-h23w256b,h123w256b),( -h23w256b,h113

w256b),(-h23w256b,h103w256b),(-h23w256b,h93w256b),(-h23w256b,h83w256b),(-h 23w256b,-
153w256b),(-h23w256b,-h143w256b),(-h23w256b,-h133w256b),(-h23w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h23w256b,-h113w256b),(-h23w256b,-h103w256b),(-h23w256b,-h93w256b),(-h23w256b,-h83w256 b),

(-h13w256b,153w256b),(-h13w256b,h143w256b),(-h13w256b,h133w256b),(-h13w256b,h123w256b),( -h13w256b,h113

w256b),(-h13w256b,h103w256b),(-h13w256b,h93w256b),(-h13w256b,h83w256b),(-h 13w256b,-
153w256b),(-h13w256b,-h143w256b),(-h13w256b,-h133w256b),(-h13w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h13w256b,-h113w256b),(-h13w256b,-h103w256b),(-h13w256b,-h93w256b),(-h13w256b,-h83w256 b), where w256b is a
real number greater than 0.

[0086] At this point, the bits (input bits) to be transmitted are set to b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7. For example,
in the case that the bits to be transmitted are (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6,b7) = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), the bits to be transmitted
are mapped in signal point H801 of FIG. 10, and on the assumption that I and Q are the in-phase component and the
orthogonal component of the post-mapping baseband signal, respectively, (I,Q) = (15 3 w256b, 15 3 w256b) is obtained.
[0087] That is, in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband signal (in 256QAM)
are decided based on the bits to be transmitted (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6,b7). An example of the relationship between a
set of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to 11111111) and the coordinates of the signal point is indicated in
FIG. H8. The values of the sets of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to 11111111) are indicated immediately
below the 256 signal points (the marks "s" in FIG. 10) of 256QAM:

(153w256b,153w256b),(153w256b,h143w256b),(153w256b,h133w256b),(153w256b,h123w256b),(153
w256b,h113w256b),(153w256b,h103w256b),(153w256b,h93w256b),(153w256b,h83w256b),(153w256b,
-153w256b),(153w256b,-h143w256b),(153w256b,-hl33w256b),(153w256b,-h123w256b),(153w256b,
-h113w256b),(153w256b,-h103w256b),(153w256b,-h93w256b),(153w256b,-h83w256b),

(h73w256b,153w256b),(h73w256b,h143w256b),(h73w256b,h133w256b),(h73w256b,h123w256b),(h73w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h73w256b,h103w256b),(h73w256b,h93w256b),(h73w256b,h83w256b),(h73w256b,-15
3w256b),(h73w256b,-h143w256b),(h73w256b,-h133w256b),(h73w256b,-h123w256b),(h73w256b,-h113

w256b),(h73w256b,-h103w256b),(h73w256b,-h93w256b),(h73w256b,-h83w256b),

(h63w256b,153w256b),(h63w256b,h143w256b),(h63w256b,h133w256b),(h63w256b,h123w256b),(h63w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h63w256b,h103w256b),(h63w256b,h9XW256b),(h63w256b,h83w256b),(h63w256b,-15
3w256b),(h63w256b,-h143w256b),(h63w256b,-h133w256b),(h63w256b,-h123w256b),(h63w256b,-h113

w256b),(h6xW256b,-h103w256b),(h63w256b,-h93w256b),(h63w256b,-h83w256b),

(h53w256b,153w256b),(h53w256b,h143w256b),(h53w256b,h133w256b),(h53w256b,h123w256b),(h53w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h53w256b,h103w256b),(h53w256b,h93w256b),(h53w256b,h83w256b),(h53w256b,-15
3w256b),(h53w256b,-h143w256b),(h53w256b,-h133w256b),(h53w256b,-h123w256b),(h53w256b,-h113

w256b),(h53w256b,-h103w256b),(h53w256b,-h93w256b),(h53w256b,-h83w256b),

(h43w256b,153w256b),(h43w256b,h143w256b),(h43w256b,h133w256b),(h43w256b,h123w256b),(h43w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h43w256b,h103w256b),(h43w256b,h93w256b),(h43w256b,h83w256b),(h43w256b,-15
3w256b),(h43w256b,-h143w256b),(h43w256b,-h133w256b),(h43w256b,-h123w256b),(h43w256b,-h113

w256b),(h43w256b,-h103w256b),(h43w256b,-h93w256b),(h43w256b,-h83w256b),
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(h33w256b,153w256b),(h33w256b,h143w256b),(h33w256b,h133w256b),(h33w256b,h123w256b),(h33w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h33w256b,h103w256b),(h33w256b,h93w256b),(h33w256b,h83w256b),(h33w256b,-15
3w256b),(h33w256b,-h143w256b),(h33w256b,-h133w256b),(h33w256b,-h123w256b),(h33w256b,-h113

w256b),(h33w256b,-h103w256b),(h33w256b,-h93w256b),(h33w256b,-h83w256b),

(h23w256b,153w256b),(h23w256b,h143w256b),(h23w256b,h133w256b),(h23w256b,h123w256b),(h23w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h23w256b,h103w256b),(h23w256b,h93w256b),(h23w256b,h83w256b),(h23w256b,-15
3w256b),(h23w256b,-h143w256b),(h23w256b,-h133w256b),(h23w256b,-h123w256b),(h23w256b,-h113

W256b),(h23w256b,-h103w256b),(h23w256b,-h93w256b),(h23w256b,-h83w256b),

(h13w256b,153w256b),(h13w256b,h143w256b),(h13w256b,h133w256b),(h13w256b,h123w256b),(h13w2 56b,h113w256

b),(h13w256b,h103w256b),(h13w256b,h93w256b),(h13w256b,h83w256b),(h13w256b,-15
3w256b),(h13w256b,-h143w256b),(h13w256b,-h133w256b),(h13w256b,-h123w256b),(h13w256b,-h113

w256b),(h13w256b,-h103w256b),(h13w256b,-h93w256b),(h13w256b,-h83w256b),

(-153w256b,153w256b),(-153w256b,h143w256b),(-153w256b,h133w256b),(-153w256b,h123w256b),
(-153w256b,h113w256b),(-153w256b,h103w256b),(-153w256b,h93w256b),(-153w256b,h83w256b),( -153w256b,-
153w256b),(-153w256b,-h143w256b),(-153w256b,-h133w256b),(-153w256b,-h123w

256b),(-153w256b,-h113w256b),(-153w256b,-h103w256b),(-153w256b,-h93w256b),(-153w256b,-h 83w256b),

(-h73w256b,153w256b),(-h73w256b,h143w256b),(-h73w256b,h133w256b),(-h73w256b,h123w256b),( -h73w256b,h113

w256b),(-h73w256b,h103w256b),(-h73w256b,h93w256b),(-h73w256b,h83w256b),(-h 73w256b,-
153w256b),(-h73w256b,-h143w256b),(-h73w256b,-h133w256b),(-h73w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h73w256b,-h113w256b),(-h73w256b,-h103w256b),(-h73w256b,-h93w256b),(-h73w256b,-h83w256 b),

(-h63w256b,153w256b),(-h63w256b,h143w256b),(-h63w256b,h133w256b),(-h63w256b,h123w256b),( -h63w256b,h113

w256b),(-h63w256b,h103w256b),(-h63w256b,h93w256b),(-h63w256b,h83w256b),(-h 63w256b,-
153w256b),(-h63w256b,-h143w256b),(-h63w256b,-h133w256b),(-h63w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h63w256b,-h113w256b),(-h63w256b,-h103w256b),(-h63w256b,-h93w256b),(-h63w256b,-h83w256 b),

(-h53w256b,153w256b),(-h53w256b,h143w256b),(-h53w256b,h133w256b),(-h53w256b,h123w256b),(
-h53w256b,h113w256b),(-h53w256b,h103w256b),(-h53w256b,h93w256b),(-h53w256b,h83w256b),(-h 53w256b,-
153w256b),(-h53w256b,-h143w256b),(-h53w256b,-h133w256b),(-h53w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h53w256b,-h113w256b),(-h53w256b,-h103w256b),(-h53w256b,-h93w256b),(-h53w256b,-h83w256 b),

(-h43w256b,153w256b),(-h43w256b,h143w256b),(-h43w256b,h133w256b),(-h43w256b,h123w256b),( -h43w256b,h113

w256b),(-h43w256b,h103w256b),(-h43w256b,h93w256b),(-h43w256b,h83w256b),(-h 43w256b,-
153w256b),(-h43w256b,-h143w256b),(-h43w256b,-h133w256b),(-h43w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h43w256b,-h113w256b),(-h43w256b,-h103w256b),(-h43w256b,-h93w256b),(-h43w256b,-h83w25 b),

(-h33w256b,153w256b),(-h33w256b,h143w256b),(-h33w256b,h133w256b),(-h33w256b,h123w256b),( -h33w256b,h113

w256b),(-h33w256b,h103w256b),(-h33w256b,h93w256b),(-h33w256b,h83w256b),(-h 33w256b,-
153w256b),(-h33w256b,-h143w256b),(-h33w256b,-h133w256b),(-h33w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h33w256b,-h113w256b),(-h33w256b,-h103w256b),(-h3xw256b,-h93w256b),(-h33w256b,-h83w256 b),

(-h23w256b,153w256b),(-h23w256b,h143w256b),(-h23w256b,h133w256b),(-h23w256b,h123w256b),( -h23w256b,h113

w256b),(-h2xW256b,h103w256b),(-h23w256b,h93w256b),(-h23w256b,h83w256b),(-h 23w256b,-
153w256b),(-h23w256b,-h143w256b),(-h23w256b,-h133w256b),(-h23w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h23w256b,-h113w256b),(-h23w256b,-h103w256b),(-h23w256b,-h93w256b),(-h23w256b,-h83w256 b),
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(-h13w256b,153w256b),(-h13w256b,h143w256b),(-h13w256b,h133w256b),(-h13w256b,h123w256b),( -h13w256b,h113

w256b),(-h13w256b,h103w256b),(-h13w256b,h93w256b),(-h13w256b,h83w256b),(-h 13w256b,-
153w256b),(-h13w256b,-h143w256b),(-h13w256b,-h133w256b),(-h13w256b,-h123w256b),
(-h13w256b,-h113w256b),(-h13w256b,-h103w256b),(-h13w256b,-h93w256b),(-h13w256b,-h83w256 b).

The coordinates in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of the signal point ("s") immediately above the set of b0, b1, b2,
b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to 11111111) serve as in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the
post-mapping baseband signal. The relationship between the set of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to
11111111) in 256QAM and the coordinates of the signal point is not limited to that illustrated in FIG. 10.
[0088] The 256 signal points in FIG. 10 are referred to as "signal point 1", "signal point 2", ..., "signal point 255", and
"signal point 256" (because 256 signal points exist, "signal point 1" to "signal point 256" exist). It is assumed that Di is
a distance between "signal point i" and an origin in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. At this point, w256b is given as follows.
[Mathematical formula 8] 

[0089] Therefore, an average power of the post-mapping baseband signal is z2.
[0090] Hereinafter, the 256QAM mapping method is referred to as "256QAM mapping method #2".
[0091] FIG. 11 illustrates an example of the 256QAM signal point arrangement in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane.
In FIG. 11, the 256 marks "s" indicate the 256QAM signal points, the horizontal axis indicates I, and the vertical axis
indicates Q.
[0092] In FIG. 11,
it is assumed that "n1 > 0 (n1 is a real number greater than 0) and n2 > 0 (n2 is a real number greater than 0) and n3 >
0 (n3 is a real number greater than 0) and n4 > 0 (n4 is a real number greater than 0) and n5 > 0 (n5 is a real number
greater than 0) and n6 > 0 (n6 is a real number greater than 0) and n7 > 0 (n7 is a real number greater than 0) and n8 >
0 (n8 is a real number greater than 0) and ng > 0 (ng is a real number greater than 0) and n10 > 0 (n10 is a real number
greater than 0) and n11 > 0 (n11 is a real number greater than 0) and n12 > 0 (n12 is a real number greater than 0) and
n13 > 0 (n13 is a real number greater than 0) and n14 > 0 (n14 is a real number greater than 0) and n15 > 0 (n15 is a real
number greater than 0) and n16 > 0 (n16 is a real number greater than 0) hold, and
that {n1 ≠ n2 and n1 ≠ n3 and n1 ≠ n4 and n1 ≠ n5 and n1 ≠ n6 and n1 ≠ n7 and n1 ≠ n8
and n2 ≠ n3 and n2 ≠ n4 and n2 ≠ n5 and n2 ≠ n6 and n2 ≠ n7 and n2 ≠ n8
and n3 ≠ n4 and n3 ≠ n5 and n3 ≠ n6 and n3 ≠ n7 and n3 ≠ n8
and n4 ≠ n5 and n4 ≠ n6 and n4 ≠ n7 and n4 ≠ n8
and n5 ≠ n6 and n5 ≠ n7 and n5 ≠ n8
and n6 ≠ n7 and n6 ≠ n8
and n7 ≠ n8}
and {ng ≠ n10 and ng ≠ n11 and ng ≠ n12 and ng ≠ n13 and ng ≠ n14 and ng ≠ n15 and ng ≠ n16
and n10 ≠ n11 and n10 ≠ n12 and n10 ≠ n13 and n10 ≠ n14 and n10 ≠ n15 and n10 ≠ n16
and n11 ≠ n12 and n11 ≠ n13 and n11 ≠ n14 and n11 ≠ n15 and n11 ≠ n16
and n12 ≠ n13 and n12 ≠ n14 and n12 ≠ n15 and n12 ≠ n16
and n13 ≠ n14 and n13 ≠ n15 and n13 ≠ n16
and n14 ≠ n15 and n14 ≠ n16
and n15 ≠ n16}
and {n1 ≠ ng or n2 ≠ n10 or n3 ≠ n11 or n4 ≠ n12 or n5 ≠ n13 or n6 ≠ n14 or n7 ≠ n15 or n8 ≠ n16 holds} hold",
or
it is assumed that "n1 > 0 (n1 is a real number greater than 0) and n2 > 0 (n2 is a real number greater than 0) and n3 >
0 (n3 is a real number greater than 0) and n4 > 0 (n4 is a real number greater than 0) and n5 > 0 (n5 is a real number
greater than 0) and n6 > 0 (n6 is a real number greater than 0) and n7 > 0 (n7 is a real number greater than 0) and n8 >
0 (n8 is a real number greater than 0) and ng > 0 (ng is a real number greater than 0) and n10 > 0 (n10 is a real number
greater than 0) and n11 > 0 (n11 is a real number greater than 0) and n12 > 0 (n12 is a real number greater than 0) and
n13 > 0 (n13 is a real number greater than 0) and n14 > 0 (n14 is a real number greater than 0) and n15 > 0 (n15 is a real
number greater than 0) and n16 > 0 (n16 is a real number greater than 0) hold, and
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that {n1 ≠ n2 and n1 ≠ n3 and n1 ≠ n4 and n1 ≠ n5 and n1 ≠ n6 and n1 ≠ n7 and n1 ≠ n8
and n2 ≠ n3 and n2 ≠ n4 and n2 ≠ n5 and n2 ≠ n6 and n2 ≠ n7 and n2 ≠ n8
and n3 ≠ n4 and n3 ≠ n5 and n3 ≠ n6 and n3 ≠ n7 and n3 ≠ n8
and n4 ≠ n5 and n4 ≠ n6 and n4 ≠ n7 and n4 ≠ n8
and n5 ≠ n6 and n5 ≠ n7 and n5 ≠ n8
and n6 ≠ n7 and n6 ≠ n8
and n7 ≠ n8}
and {n9 ≠ n10 and n9 ≠ n11 and n9 ≠ n12 and n9 ≠ n13 and n9 ≠ n14 and n9 ≠ n15 and n9 ≠ n16
and n10 ≠ n11 and n10 ≠ n12 and n10 ≠ n13 and n10 ≠ n14 and n10 ≠ n15 and n10 ≠ n16
and n11 ≠ n12 and n11 ≠ n13 and n11 ≠ n14 and n11 ≠ n15 and n11 ≠ n16
and n12 ≠ n13 and n12 ≠ n14 and n12# n15 and n12 ≠ n16
and n13 ≠ n14 and n13 ≠ n15 and n13 ≠ n16
and n14 ≠ n15 and n14 ≠ n16
and n15 ≠ n16}
and {n1 ≠ n9 or n2 ≠ n10 or n3 ≠ n11 or n4 ≠ n12 or n5 ≠ n13 or n6 ≠ n14 or n7 ≠ n15 or n8 ≠ n16 holds},
and {n1 = n9 or n2 = n10 or n3 = n11 or n4 = n12 or n5 = n13 or n6 = n14 or n7 = n15 or n8 = n16 holds} hold".
[0093] In the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane, coordinates of the 256 signal points (in FIG. 11, the mark "s" indicates
the signal point) for 256QAM are expressed as follows:

(n83w256c,n163w256c),(n83w256c,n153w256c),(n83w256c,n143w256c),(n83w256c,n133w256c),(n83w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n83w256c,n113w256c),(n83w256c,n103w256c),(n83w256c,n93w256c),(n83w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n83w256c,-n153w256c),(n83w256c,-n143w256c),(n83w256c,-n133w256c),(n83w256c,-n123

w256c),(n83w256c,-n113w256c),(n83w256c,-n103w256c),(n83w256c,-n93w256c),

(n73w256c,n163w256c),(n73w256c,n153w256c),(n73w256c,n143w256c),(n73w256c,n133w256c),(n73w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n73w256c,n113w256c),(n73w256c,n103w256c),(n73w256c,n93w256c),(n73w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n73w256c,-n153w256c),(n73w256c,-n143w256c),(n73w256c,-n133w256c),(n73w256c,-n123

w256c),(n73w256c,-n113w256c),(n73w256c,-nio3w256c),(n73w256c,-n93w256c),

(n63w256c,n163w256c),(n63w256c,n153w256c),(n63w256c,n143w256c),(n63w256c,n133w256c),(n63w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n63w256c,n113w256c),(n63w256c,n103w256c),(n63w256c,n63w256c),(n63w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n63w256c,-n153w256c),(n63w256c,-n143w256c),(n63w256c,-n133w256c),(n63w256c,-n123

w256c),(n63w256c,-n113w256c),(n63w256c,-n103w256c),(n63w256c,-n93w256c),

(n53w256c,n163w256c),(n53w256c,n153w256c),(n53w256c,n143w256c),(n53w256c,n133w256c),(n53w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n53w256c,n113w256c),(n53w256c,n103w256c),(n53w256c,n93w256c),(n53w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n53w256c,-n153w256c),(n53w256c,-n143w256c),(n53w256c,-n133w256c),(n53w256c,-n123

w256c),(n53w256c,-n113w256c),(n53w256c,-n103w256c),(n53w256c,-n93w256c),

(n43w256c,n163w256c),(n43w256c,n153w256c),(n43w256c,n143w256c),(n43w256c,n133w256c),(n43w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n43w256c,n113w256c),(n43w256c,n103w256c),(n43w256c,n93w256c),(n43w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n43w256c,-n153w256c),(n43w256c,-n143w256c),(n43w256c,-n133w256c),(n43w256c,-n123

w256c),(n43w256c,-n113w256c),(n43w256c,-n103w256c),(n43w256c,-n93w256c),

(n33w256c,n163w256c),(n33w256c,n153w256c),(n33w256c,n143w256c),(n33w256c,n133w256c),(n33w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n33w256c,n113w256c),(n33w256c,n103w256c),(n33w256c,n93w256c),(n33w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n33w256c,-n153w256c),(n33w256c,-n143w256c),(n33w256c,-n133w256c),(n33w256c,-n123

w256c),(n33w256c,-n113w256c),(n33w256c,-n103w256c),(n33w256c,-n93w256c),

(n23w256c,n163w256c),(n23w256c,n153w256c),(n23w256c,n143w256c),(n23w256c,n133w256c),(n23w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n23w256c,n113w256c),(n23w256c,n103w256c),(n23w256c,n93w256c),(n23w256c,-n16
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3w256c),(n23w256c,-n153w256c),(n23w256c,-n143w256c),(n23w256c,-n133w256c),(n23w256c,-n123

w256c),(n23w256c,-n113w256c),(n23w256c,-n103w256c),(n23w256c,-n93w256c),

(n3w256c,n163w256c),(n13w256c,n153w256c),(n13w256c,n143w256c),(n13w256c,n133w256c),(n13w2 56c,n123w256c)
,(n13w256c,n113w256c),(n13w256c,n103w256c),(n13w256c,n93w256c),(n13w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n13w256c,-n153w256c),(n13w256c,-n143w256c),(n13w256c,-n133w256c),(n13w256c,-n123

W256c),(n13w256c,-n11XW256c),(n13w256c,-n103w256c),(n13w256c,-n93w256c),

(-n83w256c,n163w256c),(-n83w256c,n153w256c),(-n83w256c,n143w256c),(-n83w256c,n133w256c),(-n83w256c,n123w

256c),(-n83w256c,n113w256c),(-n83w256c,n103w256c),(-n83w256c,n93w256c),(-n8
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n83w256c,-n153w256c),(-n83w256c,-n143w256c),(-n83w256c,-n133w256c),(
-n83w256c,-n123w256c),(-n83w256c,-n113w256c),(-n83w256c,-n103w256c),(-n83w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n73w256c,n163w256c),(-n73w256c,n153w256c),(-n73w256c,n143w256c),(-n73w256c,n133w256c),(-n73w256c,n123w

256c),(-n73w256c,n113w256c),(-n73w256c,n103w256c),(-n73w256c,n93w256c),(-n7
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n73w256c,-n153w256c),(-n73w256c,-n143w256c),(-n73w256c,-n133w256c),( -n73w256c,-n123

w256c),(-n73w256c,-n113w256c),(-n73w256c,-n103w256c),(-n73w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n63w256c,n163w256c),(-n63w256c,n153w256c),(-n63w256c,n143w256c),(-n63w256c,n133w256c),(-n63w256c,n123w

256c),(-n63w256c,n113w256c),(-n63w256c,n103w256c),(-n63w256c,n93w256c),(-n6
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n63w256c,-n153w256c),(-n63w256c,-n143w256c),(-n63w256c,-n133w256c),( -n63w256c,-n123

w256c),(-n63w256c,-n113w256c),(-n63w256c,-n103w256c),(-n63w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n53w256c,n163w256c),(-n53w256c,n153w256c),(-n53w256c,n143w256c),(-n53w256c,n133w256c),(-n53w256c,n123w

256c),(-n53w256c,n113w256c),(-n53w256c,n103w256c),(-n53w256c,n93w256c),(-n5
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n53w256c,-n153w256c),(-n53w256c,-n143w256c),(-n53w256c,-n133w256c),( -n53w256c,-n123

w256c),(-n53w256c,-n113w56c),(-n53w256c,-n103w256c),(-n53w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n43w256c,n163w256c),(-n43w256c,n153w256c),(-n43w256c,n143w256c),(-n43w256c,n133w256c),(-n43w256c,n123w

256c),(-n43w256c,n113w256c),(-n43w256c,n103w256c),(-n43w256c,n93w256c),(-n4
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n43w256c,-n153w256c),(-n43w256c,-n143w256c),(-n43w256c,-n133w256c),( -n43w256c,-n123

w256c),(-n43w256c,-nn3w256c),(-n43w256c,-n103w256c),(-n43w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n33w256c,n163w256c),(-n33w256c,n153w256c),(-n33w256c,n143w256c),(-n33w256c,n133w256c),(-n33w256c,n123w

256c),(-n33w256c,n113w256c),(-n33w256c,n103w256c),(-n33w256c,n93w256c),(-n3
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n33w256c,-n153w256c),(-n3w256c,-n143w256c),(-n33w256c,-n133w256c),( -n33w256c-n123w2

56c),(-n33w256c,-n113w256c),(-n33w256c,-n103w256c),(-n33w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n23w256c,n163w256c),(-n23w256c,n153w256c),(-n23w256c,n143w256c),(-n23w256c,n133w256c),(-n23w256c,n123w

256c),(-n23w256c,n113w256c),(-n23w256c,n103w256c),(-n23w256c,n93w256c),(-n2
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n23w256c,-n153w256c),(-n23w256c,-n143w256c),(-n23w256c,-n133w256c),( -n23w256c,-n123

w256c),(-n23w256c,-n113w256c),(-n23w256c,-n103w256c),(-n23w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n13w256c,n163w256c),(-n13w256c,n153w256c),(-n13w256c,n143w256c),(-n13w256c,n133w256c),(-n13w256c,n123w

256c),(-n13w256c,n113w256c),(-n13w256c,n103w256c),(-n13w256c,n93w256c),(-n1
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n13w256c,-n153w256c),(-n13w256c,-n143w256c),(-n13w256c,-n133w256c),( -n13w256c,-n123

w256c),(-n13w256c,-n113w256c),(-n13w256c,-n103w256c),(-n13w256c,-n93w256c ), where w256c is a real number
greater than 0.
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[0094] At this point, the bits (input bits) to be transmitted are set to b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7. For example,
in the case that the bits to be transmitted are (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6,b7) = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), the bits to be transmitted
are mapped in signal point H901 of FIG. 11, and on the assumption that I and Q are the in-phase component and the
orthogonal component of the post-mapping baseband signal, respectively, (I,Q) = (n8 3 w256c,n16 3 w256c) is obtained.
[0095] That is, in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of the post-mapping baseband signal (in 256QAM)
are decided based on the bits to be transmitted (b0,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6,b7). An example of the relationship between a
set of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to 11111111) and the coordinates of the signal point is indicated in
FIG. H9. The values of the sets of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to 11111111) are indicated immediately
below the 256 signal points (the marks "s" in FIG. 11) of 256QAM:

(n83w256c,n163w256c),(n83w256c,n153w256c),(n83w256c,n143w256c),(n83w256c,n133w256c),(n83w2 56c,n123w256

c),(n83w256c,n113w256c),(n83w256c,n103w256c),(n83w256c,n93w256c),(n83w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n83w256c,-n153w256c),(n83w256c,-n143w256c),(n83w256c,-n133w256c),(n83w256c,-n123

W256c),(n83w256c,-n113w256c),(n83w256c,-n103w256c),(n83w256c,-n93w256c),

(n73w256c,n163w256c),(n73w256c,n153w256c),(n73w256c,n143w256c),(n73w256c,n133w256c),(n73w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n73w256c,n113w256c),(n73w256c,n103w256c),(n73w256c,n93w256c),(n73w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n73w256c,-n153w256c),(n73w256c,-n143w256c),(n73w256c,-n133w256c),(n73w256c,-n123

w256c),(n71256c,-n113w256c),(n73w256c,-n103w256c),(n73w256c,-n93w256c),

(n63w256c,n163w256c),(n63w256c,n153w256c),(n63w256c,n143w256c),(n63w256c,n133w256c),(n63w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n63w256c,n113w256c),(n63w256c,n103w256c),(n63w256c,n93w256c),(n6XW256c,-n16
3w256c),(n63w256c,-n153w256c),(n63w256c,-n143w256c),(n63w256c,-n133w256c),(n63w256c,-n123

w256c),(n63w256c,-n113w256c),(n63w256c,-n103w256c),(n63w56c,-n93w256c),

(n53w256c,n163w256c),(n53w256c,n153w256c),(n53w256c,n143w256c),(n53w256c,n133w256c),(n53w2 56c,n123w256

c),(n53w256c,n113w256c),(n53w256c,n103w56c),(n53w256c,n93w256c),(n53w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n53w256c,-n153w256c),(n53w256c,-n143w256c),(n53w256c,-n133w256c),(n53w256c,-n123

w256c),(n53w256c,-n113w256c),(n53w256c,-n103w256c),(n53w256c,-n93w256c),

(n43w256c,n163w256c),(n43w256c,n153w256c),(n43w256c,n143w256c),(n43w256c,n133w256c),(n43w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n43w256c,n113w256c),(n43w256c,n103w256c),(n43w256c,n93w256c),(n43w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n43w256c,-n153w256c),(n43w256c,-n143w256c),(n43w256c,-n133w256c),(n43w256c,-n123

w256c),(n43w256c,-n113w256c),(n43w256c,-n103w256c),(n43w256c,-n93w256c),

(n33w256c,n163w256c),(n33w256c,n153w256c),(n33w256c,n143w256c),(n33w256c,n133w256c),(n33w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n33w256c,n113w256c),(n33w256c,n103w256c),(n33w256c,n93w256c),(n33w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n33w256c,-n153w256c),(n33w256c,-n143w256c),(n33w256c,-n133w256c),(n33w256c,-n123

w256c),(n33w256c,-n113w256c),(n33w256c,-n103w256c),(n33w256c,-n9XW256c),

(n23w256c,n163w256c),(n23w256c,n153w256c),(n23w256c,n143w256c),(n23w256c,n133w256c),(n23w2 56c,n123w256c
),(n23w256c,n113w256c),(n23w256c,n103w256c),(n23w256c,n93w256c),(n23w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n23w256c,-n153w256c),(n23w256c,-n143w256c),(n23w256c,-n133w256c),(n23w256c,-n123

w256c),(n23w256c,-n113w256c),(n23w256c,-n103w256c),(n23w256c,-n93w256c),

(n3w256c,n163w256c),(n13w256c,n153w256c),(n13w256c,n143w256c),(n13w256c,n133w256c),(n13w2 56c,n123w256c)
,(n13w256c,n113w256c),(n13w256c,n103w256c),(n13w256c,n93w256c),(n13w256c,-n16
3w256c),(n13w256c,-n153w256c),(n13w256c,-n143w256c),(n13w256c,-n133w256c),(n13w256c,-n123

w256c),(n13w256c,-n113w256c),(n113w256c,-n103W256c),(n13w256c,-n93w256c),
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(-n83w256c,n163w256c),(-n83w256c,n153w256c),(-n83w256c,n143w256c),(-n83w256c,n133w256c),(-n83w256c,n123w

256c),(-n83w256c,n113w256c),(-n83w256c,n103w256c),(-n83w256c,n93w256c),(-n8
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n83w256c,-n153w256c),(-n83w256c,-n143w256c),(-n83w256c,-n133w256c),( -n83w256c,-n123

w256c),(-n83w256c,-n113w256c),(-n83w256c,-n103w256c),(-n83w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n73w256c,n163w256c),(-n73w256c,n153w256c),(-n73w256c,n143w256c),(-n73w256c,n133w256c),(-n73w256c,n123w

256c),(-n73w256c,n113w256c),(-n73w256c,n103w256c),(-n73w256c,n93w256c),(-n7
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n73w256c,-n153w256c),(-n73w256c,-n143w256c),(-n73w256c,-n133w256c),( -n73w256c,-n123

w256c),(-n73w256c,-n113w256c),(-n3w256c,-n103w256c),(-n73w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n63w256c,n163w256c),(-n63w256c,n153w256c),(-n63w256c,n143w256c),(-n63w256c,n133w256c),(-n63w256c,n123w

256c),(-n63w256c,n113w256c),(-n63w256c,n103w256c),(-n63w256c,n93w256c),(-n6
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n63w256c,-n153w256c),(-n63w256c,-n143w256c),(-n63w256c,-n133w256c),( -n63w256c,-n123

w256c),(-n63w256c,-n113w256c),(-n63w256c,-n103w256c),(-n63w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n53w256c,n163w256c),(-n53w256c,n153w256c),(-n53w256c,n143w256c),(-n53w256c,n133w256c),(-n53w256c,n123w

256c),(-n53w256c,n113w256c),(-n53w256c,n103w256c),(-n53w256c,n93w256c),(-n5
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n53w256c,-n153w256c),(-n53w256c,-n143w256c),(-n53w256c,-n133w256c),( -n53w256c,-n123

w256c),(-n53w256c,-n113w256c),(-n53w256c,-n103w256c),(-n53w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n43w256c,n163w256c),(-n43w256c,n153w256c),(-n43w256c,n143w256c),(-n43w256c,n133w256c),(-n43w256c,n123w

256c),(-n43w256c,n113w256c),(-n113w256c,n103w256c),(-n43w256c,n93w256c),(-n4
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n43w256c,-n153w256c),(-n43w256c,-n143w256c),(-n43w256c,-n133w256c),( -n43w256c,-n123w

256c),(-n43w256c,-n113w256c),(-n43w256c,-n103w256c),(-n43w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n33w256C,n163w256c),(-n33w256c,3n153w256c),(-n33w256c,n143w256c),(-n33w256c,n133w256c),( n33w256c,n123

w256c),(-n33w256c,n113w256c),(-n33w256c,n103w256c),(-n33w256c,n93w256c),(-n3
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n33w256c,-n153w256c),(-n33w256c,-n143w256c),(-n33w256c,-n133w256c),( -n33w256c,-n123

w256c),(-n33w256c,-n113w256c),(-n33w256c,-n103w256c),(-n33w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n23w256c,n163w256c),(-n23w256c,n153w256c),(-n23w256c,n143w256c),(-n23w256c,n133w256c),(-n23w256c,n123w

256c),(-n23w256c,n113w256c),(-n23w256c,n103w256c),(-n23w256c,n93w256c),(-n2
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n23w256c,-n153w256c),(-n23w256c,-n143w256c),(-n23w256c,-n133w256c),( n23w256c,-n123w

256c),(-n23w256c,-n113w256c),(-n23w256c,-n103w256c),(-n23w256c,-n93w256c ),

(-n13w256c,n163w256c),(-n13w256c,n153w256c),(-n13w256c,n143w256c),(-n13w256c,n133w256c),(-n13w256c,n123w

256c),(-n13w256c,n113w256c),(-n13w256c,n103w256c),(-n13w256c,n93w256c),(-n1
3w256c,-n163w256c),(-n13w256c,-n153w256c),(-n13w256c,-n143w256c),(-n13w256c,-n133w256c),( -n13w256c,-n123w

256c),(-n13w256c,-n113w256c),(-n13w256c,-n103w256c),(-n13w256c,-n93w256c ).

[0096] The coordinates in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of the signal point ("O") immediately above the set of b0,
b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to 11111111) serve as in-phase component I and orthogonal component Q of
the post-mapping baseband signal. The relationship between the set of b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7 (00000000 to
11111111) in 256QAM and the coordinates of the signal point is not limited to that illustrated in FIG. 11.
[0097] The 256 signal points in FIG. 11 are referred to as "signal point 1", "signal point 2", ..., "signal point 255", and
"signal point 256" (because 256 signal points exist, "signal point 1" to "signal point 256" exist). It is assumed that Di is
a distance between "signal point i" and an origin in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane. At this point, w256c is given as follows.
[Mathematical formula 9]
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[0098] Therefore, an average power of the post-mapping baseband signal is z2.
[0099] Hereinafter, the 256QAM mapping method is referred to as "256QAM mapping method #3".
[0100] The mapping method in each modulation scheme is as described above. Detailed usage of the method in the
transmission device is described later.
[0101] A configuration of the transmission device will be described below.
[0102] Referring to FIG. 12, data H1001 obtained by performing pieces of processing such as error correction coding
and interleaving (data rearrangement) and control signal H1012 are input to mapper H1002, and mapper H1002 sets
an s1 modulation scheme and an s2 modulation scheme based on control signal H1012, performs the mapping for s1
and s2, and outputs post-mapping signal s1(t) (H1003A) and post-mapping signal s2(t) (H1003B) (s1(t) and s2(t) are
complex numbers). t represents time. s1 and s2 may be a function of frequency f or a function of time t and frequency
f (accordingly, the output may be expressed as s1(f) and s2(f) or s1(t,f) and s2(t,f)). In this case, for example, it is assumed
that the output is the function of time t.
[0103] Post-mapping signal s1(t) (H1003A) and control signal H1012 are input to power changer H1004A, and power
changer H1004A sets coefficient u (u is a real number but not zero (u ≠ 0)) based on control signal H1012, multiplies
post-mapping signal s1(t) by coefficient u, and outputs post-power-change signal H1005A (x1(t) = u 3 s1(t)) (post-power-
change signal H1005A is set to x1(t)).
[0104] Post-mapping signal s2(t) (H1003B) and control signal H1012 are input to power changer H1004B, and power
changer H1004B sets coefficient v (v is a real number but not zero (v ≠ 0)) based on control signal H1012, multiplies
post-mapping signal s2(t) by coefficient v, and outputs post-power-change signal H1005B (x2(t) = v 3 s2(t)) (post-power-
change signal H1005B is set to x2(t)).
[0105] Power changer H1004A and power changer H1004B may directly output the post-mapping signal of the input
signal without changing power (at this point, u = 1.0 and v = 1.0 are obtained). In performing the processing, power
changer H1004A and power changer H1004B do not need to exist in FIG. 12 (the same holds true for FIG. 13).
[0106] Post-power-change signal H1005A (x1(t)), post-power-change signal H1005B (x2(t)), and control signal H1012
are input to weighting composition part H1006, and weighting composition part H1006 sets 2 3 2 matrix (pre-coding
matrix) W including a complex number as an element based on control signal H1012, multiplies matrix W by post-power-
change signal H1005A (x1(t)) and post-power-change signal H1005B (x2(t)) (pre-coding), and outputs post-weighting-
composition signal z1’(t) (H1007A) and post-weighting-composition signal z2’(t) (H1007B).
[0107] Matrix (pre-coding matrix) W is given by the following equation.
[Mathematical formula 10] 

w11, w12, w21, and w22 may be or does not need to be a function of time t. w11, w12, w21, and w22 may be a real
number or a complex number.
[0108] Post-weighting-composition signal z1’(t) (H1007A) and post-weighting-composition signal z2’(t) (H1007B) are
given by the following equation.
[Mathematical formula 11] 

[0109] Post-weighting-composition signal z2’(t) (H1007B) and control signal H1012 are input to phase changer H1008,
and phase changer H1008 sets regularly changing phase change value θ(t) based on control signal H1012, performs a
phase change on post-weighting-composition signal z2’(t) (H1007B), and outputs post-phase-change signal H1009
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(z2"(t)). Accordingly, post-phase-change signal H1009 (z2"(t)) is given by the following equation.
[Mathematical formula 12] 

j is an imaginary unit. Although θ(t) is dealt with as the function of time t, θ may be the function of frequency f or the
function of frequency f and time t. The phase change is described later.
[0110] Post-weighting-composition signal z1’(t) (H1007A) and control signal H1012 are input to power changer
H1010A, and power changer H1010A sets coefficient a (a is a real number but not zero (a ≠ 0)) based on control signal
H1012, multiplies post-weighting-composition signal z1’(t) (H1007A) by coefficient a, and outputs post-power-change
signal H1011A (z1(t) = a 3 z1’(t)) (post-power-change signal H1011A is set to z1(t)).
[0111] Post-phase-change signal H1009 (z2"(t)) and control signal H1012 are input to power changer H1010B, and
power changer H1010B sets coefficient b (b is a real number but not zero (b ≠ 0)) based on control signal H1012,
multiplies post-phase-change signal H1009 (z2"(t)) by coefficient b, and outputs post-power-change signal H1011B
(z2(t) = b 3 z2"(t)) (post-power-change signal H1011B is set to z2(t)).
[0112] Power changer H1010A and power changer H1010B may directly output the post-mapping signal of the input
signal without changing power (at this point, a = 1.0 and b = 1.0 are obtained). In performing the processing, power
changer H1010A and power changer H1010B do not need to exist in FIG. 12 (the same holds true for FIG. H11).
[0113] Therefore, a relationship between s1(t) and s2(t) and z1(t) and z2(t) are given as follows.
[Mathematical formula 13] 

[0114] (Equation 14) is equivalent to (Equation 13).
[Mathematical formula 14] 

[0115] In order to obtain (Equation 14), positions of phase changer H1008 and power changer H1010B are replaced
with each other in FIG. 12. FIG. 13 illustrates the configuration at that time. The detailed description of the transmission
device in FIG. 13 is omitted because the transmission device in FIG. 13 performs (Equation 14) similarly to the transmission
device in FIG. 12. In the operation of FIG. 13, "phase changer H1008 performs the phase change on the input signal
and outputs the post-phase-change signal" and "power changer H1010B performs the power change on the input signal
and outputs the post-power-change signal".
[0116] z1(t) and z2(t) are transmitted from different antennas at the same clock time and the same frequency (common
frequency).
[0117] Although z1(t) and z2(t) are the functions of time t, z1(t) and z2(t) may be the function of frequency f or the
function of time t and frequency f (accordingly, the output may be expressed as z1 (f) and z2(f) or z1 (t,f) and z2(t,f)). In
this case, for example, it is assumed that the output is the function of time t.
[0118] Therefore, z1(t), z2(t), z1’(t), z2’(t), and z2"(t) are also the function of time t. However, z1(t), z2(t), z1’(t), z2’(t),
and z2"(t) may be the function of frequency f or the function of time t and frequency f.
[0119] FIG. 14 illustrates a configuration of signal processing after the signal processing in FIG. 12 or 13 is performed.
Modulated signal H1221A, pilot symbol signal H1222A, control information symbol signal H1223A, and control signal
H1212 are input to inserter H1224A, and inserter H1224A generates baseband signal H1225A based on a frame con-
figuration from modulated signal H1221A, pilot symbol signal H1222A, and control information symbol signal H1223A
based on information about the transmission method and frame configuration included in control signal H1212, and
outputs baseband signal H1225A. Modulated signal H1221A corresponds to z1(t) in FIG. 12 or 13.
[0120] Similarly, modulated signal H1221B, pilot symbol signal H1222B, control information symbol signal H1223B,
and control signal H1212 are input to inserter H1224B, and inserter H1224B generates baseband signal H1225B based
on a frame configuration from modulated signal H1221B, pilot symbol signal H1222B, and control information symbol
signal H1223B based on information about the transmission method and frame configuration included in control signal
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H1212, and outputs baseband signal H1225B. Modulated signal H1221B corresponds to z2(t) in FIG. 12 or 13.
[0121] Baseband signal H1225A and control signal H1212 are input to radio part H1226A, radio part H1226A generates
transmission signal H1226A by performing an inverse Fourier transform or pieces of processing such as an orthogonal
modulation, frequency conversion, and amplification based on control signal H1212 when, for example, an OFDM
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) scheme is used, and radio part H1226A outputs transmission signal
H1226A. Transmission signal H1226A is output from antenna H1228A as a radio wave.
[0122] Similarly, baseband signal H1225B and control signal H1212 are input to radio part H1226B, radio part H1226B
generates transmission signal H1226B by performing the inverse Fourier transform or the pieces of processing such as
the orthogonal modulation, the frequency conversion, and the amplification based on control signal H1212 when, for
example, the OFDM scheme is used, and radio part H1226B outputs transmission signal H1226B. Transmission signal
H1226B is output from antenna H1228B as a radio wave.
[0123] FIG. 15 illustrates an example of a frame configuration of modulated signals which are transmitted through
antennas, including z1(t) and z2(t) in FIGS. 12 and 13. In FIG. 15, the horizontal axis indicates the frequency (carrier),
and the vertical axis indicates the time. For convenience, the control information symbol is not illustrated in the frame
configuration of FIG. 15.
[0124] FIG. 15 illustrates the frame configuration of carrier 1 to carrier 36 and clock time $1 to clock time $11. In FIG.
15, H1301 designates a pilot symbol (conforming to a rule of group 1), H1302 designates a pilot symbol (conforming to
a rule of group 2), and H1303 designates a data symbol.
[0125] Transmission signal H1227A in FIG. 14 has the frame configuration as illustrated in FIG. 15, and transmits
symbols including the data symbols and pilot symbol. At this point, data symbol H1303 is the symbol corresponding to
z1(t), and includes an s1(t) component and an s2(t) component (however, sometimes data symbol H1303 includes only
one of the s1(t) component and the s2(t) component depending on the pre-coding matrix).
[0126] Transmission signal H1227B in FIG. 14 has the frame configuration as illustrated in FIG. 15, and transmits
symbols including the data symbols and pilot symbol. At this point, data symbol H1303 is the symbol corresponding to
z2(t), and includes the s1(t) component and the s2(t) component (however, sometimes data symbol H1303 includes
only one of the s1(t) component and the s2(t) component depending on the pre-coding matrix).
[0127] It is not meant that the pilot symbol in the frame configuration of transmission signal H1227A and the pilot
symbol in the frame configuration of transmission signal H1227B have the same configuration (have the same in-phase
component and the same orthogonal component), but each of transmission signals H1227A and H1227B includes the
pilot symbol conforming to a certain rule.
[0128] The frame configuration is not limited to that illustrated in FIG. 15, but may include a control information symbol
including information on the transmission method, the modulation scheme, and the error correction method.
[0129] The frame configuration may be constructed with the pilot symbol and a null symbol (in-phase component I =
0 and orthogonal component Q = 0). For example, transmission signal H1227B transmits the null symbol using a carrier
in which transmission signal H1227A transmits the pilot symbol at a clock time at which transmission signal H1227A
transmits the pilot symbol. In contrast, transmission signal H1227A transmits the null symbol using a carrier in which
transmission signal H1227B transmits the pilot symbol at a clock time at which transmission signal H1227B transmits
the pilot symbol.
[0130] The pilot symbol may have another different configuration. It is necessary to obtain a channel fluctuation of
transmission signal H1227A and a channel fluctuation of transmission signal H1227B in the reception device.
[0131] FIG. 16 illustrates a relationship between the transmission device and the reception device of the exemplary
embodiment. The operation of the transmission device is described above. The operation of the reception device will
be described below.
[0132] In FIG. 16, the reference mark H1401 designates the transmission device, and the reference mark H1402
designates the reception device. Assuming that r1 is a reception signal of antenna R1 of the reception device, that r2 is
a reception signal of antenna R2, and that h11, h12, h21, and h22 are a factor of radio wave propagation (channel
fluctuation) between the antennas of the transmitter and receiver, the following equation holds.
[Mathematical formula 15] 

[0133] In the above equation, n1 and n2 are noises.
[0134] In (Equation 15), each variable is the function of time t. Alternatively, each variable may be the function of
frequency f or the function of time t and frequency f (in this case, each variable is the function of time t by way of example).
[0135] Channel estimator H1403A in FIG. 16 estimates h11(t) and h12(t) in (Equation 15). The values of h11(t) and
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h12(t) are estimated using, for example, the pilot symbol in FIG. 15. Channel estimator H1403B in FIG. 16 estimates
h21(t) and h22(t) in (Equation 15). The values of h21(t) and h22(t) are estimated using, for example, the pilot symbol in
FIG. 15.
[0136] Signal processor H1404 in FIG. 16 obtains a logarithmic likelihood ratio of each bit of the data transmitted by
the transmission device using the relationship of (Equation 15). Then, signal processor H1404 performs pieces of
processing such as deinterleaving and error correction decoding to obtain reception information.
[0137] An example of a way to switch the mapping method, pre-coding matrix, and phase change of s1 and s2 in
FIGS. 12 and 13 will be described below.
[0138] First, a way to provide θ(t) in (Equation 12) will be described. It is assumed that i (i is an integer of 0 or more)
is a symbol number. At this point, it is assumed that N (N is an integer of 2 or more) kinds of phase values are provided
as a value that can be taken by θ(i). At this point, the N kinds of phase values are expressed by Phase[k] (k is an integer
of 0 to N-1 and 0 radian ≤ Phase[k] < 2π radian). It is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used
in θ(i). It is necessary that the following condition hold in order that the reception device obtains the high data reception
quality.

<Condition #1>

[0139] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to N-1, that y is an integer of 0 to N-1, and that x ≠ y holds, Phase[x] ≠
Phase[y] holds in all integers x and y satisfying these assumptions.
[0140] Additionally, the following condition may be satisfied.

<Condition #2>

[0141] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to N-3, Phase[x+2] - Phase[x+1] = Phase[x+1] - Phase[x] holds in all integers
x satisfying the assumption (however, even if <Condition #2> is not satisfied, there is a possibility that the reception
device obtains the high data reception quality).
[0142] In the case that i is used as an integer of 0 to G (G is an integer of N-1 or more), all the N kinds of phase values
of Phase[k] (k is an integer of 0 to N-1) are used in θ(i).
[0143] By way of example, there is a method for providing θ(i) = Phase[i mod N]. mod is modulo, and therefore "i mod
N" means a remainder when i is divided by N.
[0144] The mapping of s1 and s2 in FIGS. 12 and 13 will be described below.
[0145] First, the case of (s1(t) modulation scheme,s2(t) modulation scheme) = (16QAM,16QAM) is considered.
[0146] "16QAM mapping method #0", "16QAM mapping method #1", "16QAM mapping method #2", and "16QAM
mapping method #3" are described above as the 16QAM mapping method.
[0147] At this point, M kinds of 16QAM signal point arrangement methods belonging to one of "16QAM mapping
method #0", "16QAM mapping method #1", "16QAM mapping method #2", and "16QAM mapping method #3" are
prepared (M is an integer of 2 or more) (in the transmission device). At this point, the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #3>

[0148] It is assumed that one of <3-1>, <3-2>, <3-3>, and <3-4> is satisfied.

<3-1>

[0149] In s1(i), all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.

<3-2>

[0150] In s2(i), all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.

<3-3>

[0151] It is assumed that all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted in s1(i), and that all the M
kinds of signal point arrangement methods are also adopted in s2(i).

<3-4>

[0152] In the case that signal point arrangement method adopted in s1(i) and the signal point arrangement method
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adopted in s2(i) are combined, all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.
[0153] M kinds of 16QAM mapping are expressed as "16QAM signal point arrangement $k". Assuming that (k is an
integer of 0 to M-1), the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #4>

[0154] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to M-1, that y is an integer of 0 to M-1, and that x ≠ y holds, the following
matter holds in all integers x and y satisfying these assumptions.
[0155] { It is assumed that (Ix,i,Qx,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "16QAM signal point arrangement $x", and that (Iy,j,Qy,j) (j is an integer
of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "16QAM signal
point arrangement $y". At this point,
{assuming that j is an integer of 0 to 15, i satisfying Ix,i ≠ Iy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption} or {assuming
that j is an integer of 0 to 15, i satisfying Qx,i ≠ Qy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption.}
}
[0156] In the reception device, a possibility of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 256
reception candidate signal points (the candidate signal points of 16 3 16 = 256 exist because the 16QAM signal is
simultaneously received through two lines) in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered by satisfying these
conditions (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave propagation environment). Therefore,
an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception quality is increased in the reception device
can be obtained.
[0157] It is assumed that the following matter holds for "g = h" in 16QAM signal point arrangement $g and 16QAM
signal point arrangement $h.
[0158] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "16QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer
of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "16QAM signal
point arrangement $h". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 15, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold exists in all integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0159] The following matter is satisfied for "g ≠ h".
[0160] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "16QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer
of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "16QAM signal
point arrangement $h". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 15, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold does not exist in integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0161] At this point, the mapping set is defined.
[0162] The mapping set is defined as "(s1(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement $p1,s2(t) 16QAM signal point arrange-
ment $p2)".
[0163] At this point, the same mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0164] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement
$p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement $q1,s2(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement
$q2), p1 = q1 and p2 = q2 hold in the case that the first mapping set is identical to the second mapping set."
[0165] The different mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0166] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement
$p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement $q1,s2(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement
$q2), p1 ≠ q1 or p2 ≠ q2 holds in the case that the first mapping set is different from the second mapping set."
[0167] At this point, the transmission device (the mapper in FIGS. 12 and 13) prepares L (L is an integer of 2 or more)
kinds of mapping sets, and sets the L kinds of mapping sets to "mapping set *k" (k is an integer of 0 to L-1). At this point,
the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #5>

[0168] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, that y is an integer of 0 to L-1, and that x ≠ y holds, "mapping set *x"
differs from "mapping set *y" in all integers x and y satisfying these conditions.
[0169] The following condition is provided.
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<Condition #6>

[0170] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, the following matter is satisfied in all integers x satisfying the assumption.
[0171] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0172] An example of <Condition #6> will be described below. It is assumed that N = 2 kinds of phase values exist as
the phase change value. Accordingly, Phase[0] and Phase[1] exist. It is assumed that L = 3 kinds of mapping sets exist.
Accordingly, "mapping set *0", "mapping set *1", and "mapping set *2" exist. At this point, FIG. H15 illustrates the case
that <Condition #6> is satisfied.
[0173] In FIG. 17, the horizontal axis indicates time number (slot number) i.
[0174] At this point, attention is paid to "mapping set *0". In time number 0, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0175] In time number 1, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0176] Accordingly, for "mapping set *0", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0177] Attention is paid to "mapping set *1". In time number 2, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *1", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0178] In time number 3, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0179] Accordingly, for "mapping set *1", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0180] Attention is paid to "mapping set *2". In time number 4, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *2", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0181] In time number 5, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *2", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0182] Accordingly, for "mapping set *2", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0183] Therefore, <Condition #6> is satisfied in the case of FIG. 17. Therefore, in the reception device, a possibility
of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 256 reception candidate signal points (the candidate
signal points of 16 3 16 = 256 exist because the 16QAM signal is simultaneously received through two lines) in the in-
phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave
propagation environment). Therefore, an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception
quality is increased in the reception device can be obtained.
[0184] There is a possibility of being able to obtain the similar advantage even if the following condition is satisfied
instead of <Condition #6>.

<Condition #7>

[0185] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, x satisfying the following matter exists in x satisfying the assumption.
[0186] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0187] Then, the case of (s1(t) modulation scheme,s2(t) modulation scheme) = (64QAM,64QAM) is considered in the
mapping of s1 and s2 in FIGS. 12 and 13.
[0188] "64QAM mapping method #0", "64QAM mapping method #1", "64QAM mapping method #2", and "64QAM
mapping method #3" are described above as 64QAM mapping method.
[0189] At this point, M kinds of 64QAM signal point arrangement methods belonging to one of "64QAM mapping
method #0", "64QAM mapping method #1", "64QAM mapping method #2", and "64QAM mapping method #3" are
prepared (M is an integer of 2 or more) (in the transmission device). At this point, the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #8>

[0190] It is assumed that one of <8-1>, <8-2>, <8-3>, and <8-4> is satisfied.
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<8-1 >

[0191] In s1(i), all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.

<8-2>

[0192] In s2(i), all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.

<8-3>

[0193] It is assumed that all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted in s1(i), and that all the M
kinds of signal point arrangement methods are also adopted in s2(i).

<8-4>

[0194] In the case that signal point arrangement method adopted in s1(i) and the signal point arrangement method
adopted in s2(i) are combined, all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.
[0195] The M kinds of 64QAM mapping are expressed as "64QAM signal point arrangement $k". Assuming that (k is
an integer of 0 to M-1), the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #9>

[0196] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to M-1, that y is an integer of 0 to M-1, and that x ≠ y holds, the following
matter holds in all integers x and y satisfying these assumptions.
[0197] { It is assumed that (Ix,i,Qx,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "64QAM signal point arrangement $x", and that (Iy,j,Qy,j) (j is an integer
of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "64QAM signal
point arrangement $y". At this point,
{assuming that j is an integer of 0 to 63, i satisfying Ix,i ≠ Iy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption} or {assuming
that j is an integer of 0 to 63, i satisfying Qx,i ≠ Qy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption.}
}
[0198] In the reception device, a possibility of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 4096
reception candidate signal points (the candidate signal points of 64 3 64 = 4096 exist because the 64QAM signal is
simultaneously received through two lines) in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered by satisfying these
conditions (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave propagation environment). Therefore,
an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception quality is increased in the reception device
can be obtained.
[0199] It is assumed that the following matter holds in the case that "g = h" holds in 64QAM signal point arrangement
$g and 64QAM signal point arrangement $h.
[0200] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "64QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer
of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "64QAM signal
point arrangement $h". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 63, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold exists in all integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0201] The following matter is satisfied for "g ≠ h".
[0202] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "64QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer
of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "64QAM signal
point arrangement $h". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 63, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold does not exist in integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0203] At this point, the mapping set is defined.
[0204] The mapping set is defined as "(s1(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement
$p2)".
[0205] At this point, the same mapping set means that the following matter holds.
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[0206] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement
$p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement $qi,s2(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement
$q2), p1 = q1 and p2 = q2 hold in the case that the first mapping set is identical to the second mapping set."
[0207] The different mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0208] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement
$p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement $qi,s2(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement
$q2), p1 ≠ q1 or p2 ≠ q2 holds in the case that the first mapping set is different from the second mapping set."
[0209] At this point, the transmission device (the mapper in FIGS. 12 and 13) prepares L (L is an integer of 2 or more)
kinds of mapping sets, and sets the L kinds of mapping sets to "mapping set *k" (k is an integer of 0 to L-1). At this point,
the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #10>

[0210] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, that y is an integer of 0 to L-1, and that x ≠ y holds, "mapping set *x"
differs from "mapping set *y" in all integers x and y satisfying these conditions.
[0211] The following condition is provided.

<Condition #11>

[0212] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, the following matter is satisfied in all integers x satisfying the assumption.
[0213] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0214] An example of <Condition #11> will be described below. It is assumed that N = 2 kinds of phase values exist
as the phase change value. Accordingly, Phase[0] and Phase[1] exist. It is assumed that L = 3 kinds of mapping sets
exist. Accordingly, "mapping set *0", "mapping set *1", and "mapping set *2" exist. At this point, FIG. 17 illustrates the
case that <Condition #11> is satisfied.
[0215] In FIG. 17, the horizontal axis indicates time number (slot number) i.
[0216] At this point, attention is paid to "mapping set *0". In time number 0, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0217] In time number 1, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0218] Accordingly, for "mapping set *0", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0219] Attention is paid to "mapping set *1". In time number 2, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *1", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0220] In time number 3, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0221] Accordingly, for "mapping set *1", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0222] Attention is paid to "mapping set *2". In time number 4, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *2", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0223] In time number 5, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *2", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0224] Accordingly, for "mapping set *2", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0225] Therefore, <Condition #11> is satisfied in the case of FIG. 17. Therefore, in the reception device, a possibility
of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 4096 reception candidate signal points (the
candidate signal points of 64 3 64 = 4096 exist because the 64QAM signal is simultaneously received through two lines)
in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the
radio wave propagation environment). Therefore, an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data
reception quality is increased in the reception device can be obtained.
[0226] There is a possibility of being able to obtain the similar advantage even if the following condition is satisfied
instead of <Condition #11>.

<Condition #12>

[0227] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, x satisfying the following matter exists in x satisfying the assumption.
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[0228] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0229] Then, the case of (s1(t) modulation scheme,s2(t) modulation scheme) = (256QAM,256QAM) is considered in
the mapping of s1 and s2 in FIGS. 12 and 13.
[0230] "256QAM mapping method #0", "256QAM mapping method #1", "256QAM mapping method #2", and "256QAM
mapping method #3" are described above as 256QAM mapping method.
[0231] At this point, M kinds of 256QAM signal point arrangement methods belonging to one of "256QAM mapping
method #0", "256QAM mapping method #1", "256QAM mapping method #2", and "256QAM mapping method #3" are
prepared (M is an integer of 2 or more) (in the transmission device). At this point, the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #13>

[0232] It is assumed that one of <13-1>, <13-2>, <13-3>, and <13-4> is satisfied.

<13-1>

[0233] In s1(i), all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.

<13-2>

[0234] In s2(i), all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.

<13-3>

[0235] It is assumed that all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted in s1(i), and that all the M
kinds of signal point arrangement methods are also adopted in s2(i).

<13-4>

[0236] In the case that signal point arrangement method adopted in s1(i) and the signal point arrangement method
adopted in s2(i) are combined, all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.
[0237] The M kinds of 256QAM mapping are expressed as "256QAM signal point arrangement $k". Assuming that (k
is an integer of 0 to M-1), the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #14>

[0238] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to M-1, that y is an integer of 0 to M-1, and that x ≠ y holds, the following
matter holds in all integers x and y satisfying these assumptions.
[0239] { It is assumed that (Ix,i,Qx,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256
signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "256QAM signal point arrangement $x", and that (Iy,j,Qy,j) (j is an
integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of
"256QAM signal point arrangement $y". At this point,
{assuming that j is an integer of 0 to 255, i satisfying Ix,i ≠ Iy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption} or {assuming
that j is an integer of 0 to 255, i satisfying Qx,i ≠ Qy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption.}
}
[0240] In the reception device, a possibility of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of
65536 reception candidate signal points (the candidate signal points of 256 3 256 = 65536 exist because the 256QAM
signal is simultaneously received through two lines) in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered by satisfying
these conditions (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave propagation environment).
Therefore, an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception quality is increased in the
reception device can be obtained.
[0241] It is assumed that the following matter holds in the case that "g = h" holds in 256QAM signal point arrangement
$g and 256QAM signal point arrangement $h.
[0242] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256
signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "256QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an
integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of
"256QAM signal point arrangement $h". At this point,
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{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 255, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold exists in all integers k satisfying
the assumption.}

}
[0243] The following matter is satisfied for "g ≠ h".
[0244] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256
signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "256QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an
integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of
"256QAM signal point arrangement $h". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 255, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold does not exist in integers k satisfying
the assumption.} }
[0245] At this point, the mapping set is defined.
[0246] The mapping set is defined as "(s1(t) 256QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 256QAM signal point ar-
rangement $p2)".
[0247] At this point, the same mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0248] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 256QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 256QAM signal point arrange-
ment $p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 256QAM signal point arrangement $qi,s2(t) 256QAM signal point
arrangement $q2), p1 = q1 and p2 = q2 hold in the case that the first mapping set is identical to the second mapping set."
[0249] The different mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0250] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 256QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 256QAM signal point arrange-
ment $p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 256QAM signal point arrangement $qi,s2(t) 256QAM signal point
arrangement $q2), p1 ≠ q1 or p2 ≠ q2 holds in the case that the first mapping set is different from the second mapping set."
[0251] At this point, the transmission device (the mapper in FIGS. 12 and 13) prepares L (L is an integer of 2 or more)
kinds of mapping sets, and sets the L kinds of mapping sets to "mapping set *k" (k is an integer of 0 to L-1). At this point,
the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #15>

[0252] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, that y is an integer of 0 to L-1, and that x ≠ y holds, "mapping set *x"
differs from "mapping set *y" in all integers x and y satisfying these conditions.
[0253] The following condition is provided.

<Condition #16>

[0254] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, the following matter is satisfied in all integers x satisfying the assumption.
[0255] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0256] At this point, an example of <Condition #16> will be described. It is assumed that N = 2 kinds of phase values
exist as the phase change value. Accordingly, Phase[0] and Phase[1] exist. It is assumed that L = 3 kinds of mapping
sets exist. Accordingly, "mapping set *0", "mapping set *1", and "mapping set *2" exist. At this point, FIG. 17 illustrates
the case that <Condition #16> is satisfied.
[0257] In FIG. 17, the horizontal axis indicates time number (slot number) i.
[0258] At this point, attention is paid to "mapping set *0". In time number 0, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0259] In time number 1, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0260] Accordingly, for "mapping set *0", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0261] Attention is paid to "mapping set *1". In time number 2, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *1", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0262] In time number 3, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0263] Accordingly, for "mapping set *1", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0264] Attention is paid to "mapping set *2". In time number 4, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *2", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0265] In time number 5, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *2", and the phase
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changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0266] Accordingly, for "mapping set *2", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0267] Therefore, <Condition #16> is satisfied in the case of FIG. 17. Therefore, in the reception device, a possibility
of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 65536 reception candidate signal points (the
candidate signal points of 256 3 256 = 65536 exist because the 256QAM signal is simultaneously received through two
lines) in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in
the radio wave propagation environment). Therefore, an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high
data reception quality is increased in the reception device can be obtained.
[0268] There is a possibility of being able to obtain the similar advantage even if the following condition is satisfied
instead of <Condition #16>.

<Condition #17>

[0269] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, x satisfying the following matter exists in x satisfying the assumption.
[0270] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0271] The transmission device that transmits the modulated signal, which is generated through the configuration in
FIG. 14 using z1(t) and z2(t) generated in FIG. 12 or 13, is described above. Alternatively, the transmission device may
transmit the modulated signal that is generated through the configuration in FIG. 14 using z1(t) and z2(t) generated in
FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 instead of FIG. 12 or 13. Configurations in FIG. 18, 19, 20, and 21 will be described below.
[0272] First, the configuration in FIG. 18 will be described. In FIG. 18, the component operated similarly to that in FIG.
12 is designated by the same reference mark.
[0273] Referring to FIG. 18, data H1001 obtained by performing pieces of processing such as error correction coding
and interleaving (data rearrangement) and control signal H1012 are input to mapper H1002, and mapper H1002 sets
an s1 modulation scheme and an s2 modulation scheme based on control signal H1012, performs the mapping for s1
and s2, and outputs post-mapping signal s1(t) (H1003A) and post-mapping signal s2(t) (H1003B) (s1(t) and s2(t) are
complex numbers). t represents time. s1 and s2 may be a function of frequency f or a function of time t and frequency
f (accordingly, the output may be expressed as s1(f) and s2(f) or s1(t,f) and s2(t,f)). In this case, for example, it is assumed
that the output is the function of time t.
[0274] Post-mapping signal s2(t) (H1003B) and control signal H1012 are input to phase changer H1601, and phase
changer H1601 sets regularly changing phase change value λ(t) based on control signal H1012, performs the phase
change on post-mapping signal s2(t) (H1003B), and outputs post-phase-change signal H1602 (s2’(t)). Accordingly, post-
phase-change signal H1602 (s2’(t)) is given by the following equation.
[Mathematical formula 16] 

j is an imaginary unit. Although θ(t) is dealt with as the function of time t, θ may be the function of frequency f or the
function of frequency f and time t. The phase change is described later.
[0275] Post-mapping signal s1(t) (H1003A) and control signal H1012 are input to power changer H1004A, and power
changer H1004A sets coefficient u (u is a real number but not zero (u ≠ 0)) based on control signal H1012, multiplies
post-mapping signal s1(t) by coefficient u, and outputs post-power-change signal H1005A (x1(t) = u 3 s1(t)) (post-power-
change signal H1005A is set to x1(t)).
[0276] Post-phase-change signal H1602 (s2’(t)) and control signal H1012 are input to power changer H1004B, and
power changer H1004B sets coefficient v (v is a real number but not zero (v ≠ 0)) based on control signal H1012, multiplies
post-phase-change signal H1602 (s2’(t)) by coefficient v, and outputs post-power-change signal H1005B (x2(t) = v 3
s2’(t)) (post-power-change signal H1005B is set to x2(t)).
[0277] Power changer H1004A and power changer H1004B may directly output the post-mapping signal of the input
signal without changing power (at this point, u = 1.0 and v = 1.0 are obtained). In performing the processing, power
changer H1004A and power changer H1004B do not need to exist in FIG. 18 (the same holds true for FIGS. 19, 20, and 21).
[0278] Post-power-change signal H1005A (x1(t)), post-power-change signal H1005B (x2(t)), and control signal H1012
are input to weighting composition part H1006, and weighting composition part H1006 sets 2 3 2 matrix (pre-coding
matrix) W including a complex number as an element based on control signal H1012, multiplies matrix W by post-power-
change signal H1005A (x1(t)) and post-power-change signal H1005B (x2(t)) (pre-coding), and outputs post-weighting-
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composition signal z1’(t) (H1007A) and post-weighting-composition signal z2’(t) (H1007B).
[0279] Matrix (pre-coding matrix) W is given by the following equation.
[Mathematical formula 17] 

w11, w12, w21, and w22 may be or does not need to be a function of time t. w11, w12, w21, and w22 may be a real
number or a complex number.
[0280] Post-weighting-composition signal z1’(t) (H1007A) and post-weighting-composition signal z2’(t) (H1007B) are
given by the following equation.
[Mathematical formula 18] 

[0281] Post-weighting-composition signal z2’(t) (H1007B) and control signal H1012 are input to phase changer H1008,
and phase changer H1008 sets regularly changing phase change value θ(t) based on control signal H1012, performs a
phase change on post-weighting-composition signal z2’(t) (H1007B), and outputs post-phase-change signal H1009
(z2"(t)). Accordingly, post-phase-change signal H1009 (z2"(t)) is given by the following equation.
[Mathematical formula 19] 

j is an imaginary unit. Although θ(t) is dealt with as the function of time t, θ may be the function of frequency f or the
function of frequency f and time t. The phase change is described later.
[0282] Post-weighting-composition signal z1’(t) (H1007A) and control signal H1012 are input to power changer
H1010A, and power changer H1010A sets coefficient a (a is a real number but not zero (a ≠ 0)) based on control signal
H1012, multiplies post-weighting-composition signal z1’(t) (H1007A) by coefficient a, and outputs post-power-change
signal H1011A (z1(t) = a 3 z1’(t)) (post-power-change signal H1011A is set to z1(t)).
[0283] Post-phase-change signal H1009 (z2"(t)) and control signal H1012 are input to power changer H1010B, and
power changer H1010B sets coefficient b (b is a real number but not zero (b ≠ 0)) based on control signal H1012,
multiplies post-phase-change signal H1009 (z2"(t)) by coefficient b, and outputs post-power-change signal H1011B
(z2(t) = b 3 z2"(t)) (post-power-change signal H1011B is set to z2(t)).
[0284] Power changer H1010A and power changer H1010B may directly output the post-mapping signal of the input
signal without changing power (at this point, a = 1.0 and b = 1.0 are obtained). In performing the processing, power
changer H1010A and power changer H1010B do not need to exist in FIG. 12 (the same holds true for FIGS. 19, 20, and 21).
[0285] Therefore, a relationship between s1(t) and s2(t) and z1(t) and z2(t) are given as follows.
[Mathematical formula 20] 

[0286] (Equation 20) is equivalent to (Equation 21).
[Mathematical formula 21] 
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[0287] In order to obtain (Equation 21), positions of phase changer H1601 and power changer H1004B are replaced
with each other in FIG. 18. FIG. 19 illustrates the configuration at that time. The detailed description of the transmission
device in FIG. 19 is omitted because the transmission device in FIG. 19 performs (Equation 21) similarly to the transmission
device in FIG. 18. In the operation of FIG. 19, "phase changer H1701 performs the phase change on the input signal
and outputs the post-phase-change signal" and "power changer H1004B performs the power change on the input signal
and outputs the post-power-change signal".
[0288] (Equation 20) and (Equation 21) are equivalent to (Equation 22).
[Mathematical formula 22] 

[0289] In order to obtain (Equation 22), positions of phase changer H1008 and power changer H1010B are replaced
with each other in FIG. 18. FIG. 20 illustrates the configuration at that time. The detailed description of the transmission
device in FIG. 20 is omitted because the transmission device in FIG. 20 performs (Equation 22) similarly to the transmission
device in FIG. 18. In the operation of FIG. 20, "phase changer H1801 performs the phase change on the input signal
and outputs the post-phase-change signal" and "power changer H1010B performs the power change on the input signal
and outputs the post-power-change signal".
[0290] (Equation 20), (Equation 21), and (Equation 22) are equivalent to (Equation 23).
[Mathematical formula 23]

[0291] In order to obtain (Equation 23), positions of phase changer H1008 and power changer H1010B are replaced
with each other in FIG. 19. FIG. 21 illustrates the configuration at that time. The detailed description of the transmission
device in FIG. 21 is omitted because the transmission device in FIG. 21 performs (Equation 23) similarly to the transmission
device in FIG. 18. In the operation of FIG. 21, "phase changer H1901 performs the phase change on the input signal
and outputs the post-phase-change signal" and "power changer H1010B performs the power change on the input signal
and outputs the post-power-change signal".
[0292] z1(t) and z2(t) are transmitted from different antennas at the same clock time and the same frequency (common
frequency).
[0293] Although z1(t) and z2(t) are the functions of time t, z1(t) and z2(t) may be the function of frequency f or the
function of time t and frequency f (accordingly, the output may be expressed as z1(f) and z2(f) or z1(t,f) and z2(t,f)). In
this case, for example, it is assumed that the output is the function of time t.
[0294] Therefore, z1(t), z2(t), z1’(t), z2’(t), and z2"(t) are also the function of time. However, z1(t), z2(t), z1’(t), z2’(t),
and z2"(t) may be the function of frequency f or the function of time t and frequency f.
[0295] In FIGS. 14 and 15, the detailed description is omitted because of the similar operation.
[0296] FIG. 16 illustrates a relationship between the transmission device and the reception device in FIGS. 18, 19,
20, and 21. The operation of the transmission device is described above. The operation of the reception device will be
described below.
[0297] In FIG. 16, the reference mark H1401 designates the transmission device, and the reference mark H1402
designates the reception device. Assuming that r1 is a reception signal of antenna R1 of the reception device, that r2 is
a reception signal of antenna R2, and that h11, h12, h21, and h22 are a factor of radio wave propagation (channel
fluctuation) between the antennas of the transmitter and receiver, the following equation holds.
[Mathematical formula 24] 

[0298] In the above equation, n1 and n2 are noises.
[0299] In (Equation 24), each variable is the function of time t. Alternatively, each variable may be the function of
frequency f or the function of time t and frequency f (in this case, each variable is the function of time t by way of example).
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[0300] Channel estimator H1403A in FIG. 16 estimates h11(t) and h12(t) in (Equation 24). The values of h11(t) and
h12(t) are estimated using, for example, the pilot symbol in FIG. 15. Channel estimator H1403B in FIG. 16 estimates
h21(t) and h22(t) in (Equation 24). The values of h21(t) and h22(t) are estimated using, for example, the pilot symbol in
FIG. 15.
[0301] Signal processor H1404 in FIG. 16 obtains a logarithmic likelihood ratio of each bit of the data transmitted by
the transmission device using the relationship of (Equation 24). Then, signal processor H1404 performs pieces of
processing such as deinterleaving and error correction decoding to obtain reception information (see NPLs 5 and 6).
[0302] An example of a way to switch the mapping method, pre-coding matrix, and phase change of s1 and s2 in
FIGS. 18, 19, 20, and 21 will be described below.
[0303] First, a way to provide θ(t) in (Equation 19) will be described. It is assumed that i (i is an integer of 0 or more)
is a symbol number. At this point, it is assumed that N (N is an integer of 2 or more) kinds of phase values are provided
as a value that can be taken by θ(i). At this point, the N kinds of phase values are expressed by Phase[k] (k is an integer
of 0 to N-1 and 0 radian ≤ Phase[k] < 2π radian). It is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used
in θ(i). It is necessary that <Condition #1> hold in order that the reception device obtains the high data reception quality.
[0304] Additionally, <Condition #2> may be satisfied (however, even if <Condition #2> is not satisfied, there is some
possibility that the reception device obtains the high data reception quality).
[0305] In the case that i is used as an integer of 0 to G (G is an integer of N-1 or more), all the N kinds of phase values
of Phase[k] (k is an integer of 0 to N-1) are used in θ(i).
[0306] By way of example, there is a method for providing θ(i) = Phase[i mod N]. mod is modulo, and therefore "i mod
N" means a remainder when i is divided by N.
[0307] The mapping of s1 and s2 in FIGS. 18, 19, 20, and 21 will be described below.
[0308] First, the case of (s1(t) modulation scheme,s2(t) modulation scheme) = (16QAM,16QAM) is considered.
[0309] "16QAM mapping method #0", "16QAM mapping method #1", "16QAM mapping method #2", and "16QAM
mapping method #3" are described above as the 16QAM mapping method.
[0310] At this point, M kinds of 16QAM signal point arrangement methods belonging to one of "16QAM mapping
method #0", "16QAM mapping method #1", "16QAM mapping method #2", and "16QAM mapping method #3" are
prepared (M is an integer of 2 or more) (in the transmission device). At this point, <Condition #3> is satisfied.
[0311] M kinds of 16QAM mapping are expressed as "16QAM signal point arrangement $k". Assuming that (k is an
integer of 0 to M-1), <Condition #4> holds.
[0312] In the reception device, a possibility of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 256
reception candidate signal points (the candidate signal points of 16 3 16 = 256 exist because the 16QAM signal is
simultaneously received through two lines) in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered by satisfying these
conditions (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave propagation environment). Therefore,
an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception quality is increased in the reception device
can be obtained.
[0313] It is assumed that the following matter holds in the case that "g = h" holds in 16QAM signal point arrangement
$g and 16QAM signal point arrangement $h.
[0314] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "16QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer
of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "16QAM signal
point arrangement $h". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 15, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold exists in all integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0315] The following matter is satisfied for "g ≠ h".
[0316] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "16QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer
of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "16QAM signal
point arrangement $h". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 15, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold does not exist in integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0317] At this point, the mapping set is defined.
[0318] The mapping set is defined as "(s1(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement $p1,s2(t) 16QAM signal point arrange-
ment $p2)".
[0319] At this point, the same mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0320] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement
$p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement $q1,s2(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement
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$q2), p1 = q1 and p2 = q2 hold in the case that the first mapping set is identical to the second mapping set."
[0321] The different mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0322] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement
$p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement $q1,s2(t) 16QAM signal point arrangement
$q2), p1 ≠ q1 or p2 ≠ q2 holds in the case that the first mapping set is different from the second mapping set."
[0323] At this point, the transmission device (the mapper in FIGS. 18, 19, 20, and 21) prepares L (L is an integer of 2
or more) kinds of mapping sets, and sets the L kinds of mapping sets to "mapping set *k" (k is an integer of 0 to L-1).
At this point, <Condition #5> is satisfied.
[0324] <Condition #6> is provided. An example of <Condition #6> will be described below. It is assumed that N = 2
kinds of phase values exist as the phase change value. Accordingly, Phase[0] and Phase[1] exist. It is assumed that L
= 3 kinds of mapping sets exist. Accordingly, "mapping set *0", "mapping set *1", and "mapping set *2" exist. At this
point, FIG. 17 illustrates the case that <Condition #6> is satisfied.
[0325] In FIG. 17, the horizontal axis indicates time number (slot number) i.
[0326] At this point, attention is paid to "mapping set *0". In time number 0, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21
performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change
using Phase[0].
[0327] In time number 1, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and phase
changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0328] Accordingly, for "mapping set *0", phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 uses all
the N = 2 kinds of phase values of Phase[k].
[0329] Attention is paid to "mapping set *1". In time number 2, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *1", and phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0330] In time number 3, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and phase
changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0331] Accordingly, for "mapping set *1", phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 uses all
the N = 2 kinds of phase values of Phase[k].
[0332] Attention is paid to "mapping set *2". In time number 4, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *2", and phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0333] In time number 5, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the mapping using "mapping set *2", and phase
changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0334] Accordingly, for "mapping set *2", phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 uses all
the N = 2 kinds of phase values of Phase[k].
[0335] Therefore, <Condition #6> is satisfied in the case of FIG. 17. Therefore, in the reception device, a possibility
of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 256 reception candidate signal points (the candidate
signal points of 16 3 16 = 256 exist because the 16QAM signal is simultaneously received through two lines) in the in-
phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave
propagation environment). Therefore, an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception
quality is increased in the reception device can be obtained.
[0336] There is a possibility of being able to obtain the similar advantage even if <Condition #7> is satisfied instead
of <Condition #6>.
[0337] Then, the case of (s1(t) modulation scheme,s2(t) modulation scheme) = (64QAM,64QAM) is considered in the
mapping of s1 and s2 in FIGS. 18, 19, 20, and 21.
[0338] "64QAM mapping method #0", "64QAM mapping method #1", "64QAM mapping method #2", and "64QAM
mapping method #3" are described above as 64QAM mapping method.
[0339] At this point, M kinds of 64QAM signal point arrangement methods belonging to one of "64QAM mapping
method #0", "64QAM mapping method #1", "64QAM mapping method #2", and "64QAM mapping method #3" are
prepared (M is an integer of 2 or more) (in the transmission device). At this point, <Condition #8> is satisfied.
[0340] The M kinds of 64QAM mapping are expressed as "64QAM signal point arrangement $k". Assuming that (k is
an integer of 0 to M-1), <Condition #9> holds.
[0341] In the reception device, a possibility of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 4096
reception candidate signal points (the candidate signal points of 64 3 64 = 4096 exist because the 64QAM signal is
simultaneously received through two lines) in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered by satisfying these
conditions (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave propagation environment). Therefore,
an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception quality is increased in the reception device
can be obtained.
[0342] It is assumed that the following matter holds in the case that "g = h" holds in 64QAM signal point arrangement
$g and 64QAM signal point arrangement $h.
[0343]  { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal
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points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "64QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer
of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "64QAM signal
point arrangement $h". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 63, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold exists in all integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0344] The following matter is satisfied for "g ≠ h".
[0345] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "64QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer
of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "64QAM signal
point arrangement $h". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 63, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold does not exist in integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0346] At this point, the mapping set is defined.
[0347] The mapping set is defined as "(s1(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement
$p2)".
[0348] At this point, the same mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0349] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement
$p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement $qi,s2(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement
$q2), p1 = q1 and p2 = q2 hold in the case that the first mapping set is identical to the second mapping set."
[0350] The different mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0351] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement
$p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement $qi,s2(t) 64QAM signal point arrangement
$q2), p1 ≠ q1 or p2 ≠ q2 holds in the case that the first mapping set is different from the second mapping set."
[0352] At this point, the transmission device (the mapper in FIGS. 18, 19, 20, and 21) prepares L (L is an integer of 2
or more) kinds of mapping sets, and sets the L kinds of mapping sets to "mapping set *k" (k is an integer of 0 to L-1).
At this point, <Condition #10> is satisfied.
[0353] <Condition #11> is provided. An example of <Condition #11> will be described below. It is assumed that N =
2 kinds of phase values exist as the phase change value. Accordingly, Phase[0] and Phase[1] exist. It is assumed that
L = 3 kinds of mapping sets exist. Accordingly, "mapping set *0", "mapping set *1", and "mapping set *2" exist. At this
point, FIG. 17 illustrates the case that <Condition #11> is satisfied.
[0354] In FIG. 17, the horizontal axis indicates time number (slot number) i.
[0355] At this point, attention is paid to "mapping set *0". In time number 0, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21
performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change
using Phase[0].
[0356] In time number 1, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and phase
changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0357] Accordingly, for "mapping set *0", phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 uses all
the N = 2 kinds of phase values of Phase[k].
[0358] Attention is paid to "mapping set *1". In time number 2, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *1", and phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0359] In time number 3, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and phase
changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0360] Accordingly, for "mapping set *1", phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 uses all
the N = 2 kinds of phase values of Phase[k].
[0361] Attention is paid to "mapping set *2". In time number 4, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *2", and phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0362] In time number 5, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the mapping using "mapping set *2", and phase
changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0363] Accordingly, for "mapping set *2", phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 uses all
the N = 2 kinds of phase values of Phase[k].
[0364] Therefore, <Condition #11> is satisfied in the case of FIG. 17. Therefore, in the reception device, a possibility
of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 4096 reception candidate signal points (the
candidate signal points of 64 3 64 = 4096 exist because the 64QAM signal is simultaneously received through two lines)
in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the
radio wave propagation environment). Therefore, an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data
reception quality is increased in the reception device can be obtained.
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[0365] There is a possibility of being able to obtain the similar advantage even if <Condition #12> is satisfied instead
of <Condition #11>.
[0366] Then, the case of (s1(t) modulation scheme,s2(t) modulation scheme) = (256QAM,256QAM) is considered in
the mapping of s1 and s2 in FIGS. 18, 19, 20, and 21.
[0367] "256QAM mapping method #0", "256QAM mapping method #1", "256QAM mapping method #2", and "256QAM
mapping method #3" are described above as 256QAM mapping method.
[0368] At this point, M kinds of 256QAM signal point arrangement methods belonging to one of "256QAM mapping
method #0", "256QAM mapping method #1", "256QAM mapping method #2", and "256QAM mapping method #3" are
prepared (M is an integer of 2 or more) (in the transmission device). At this point, <Condition #13> is satisfied.
[0369] The M kinds of 256QAM mapping are expressed as "256QAM signal point arrangement $k". Assuming that (k
is an integer of 0 to M-1), <Condition #14> holds.
[0370] In the reception device, a possibility of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of
65536 reception candidate signal points (the candidate signal points of 256 3 256 = 65536 exist because the 256QAM
signal is simultaneously received through two lines) in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered by satisfying
these conditions (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave propagation environment).
Therefore, an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception quality is increased in the
reception device can be obtained.
[0371] It is assumed that the following matter holds in the case that "g = h" holds in 256QAM signal point arrangement
$g and 256QAM signal point arrangement $h.
[0372] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256
signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "256QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an
integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of
"256QAM signal point arrangement $h". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 255, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold exists in all integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0373] The following matter is satisfied for "g ≠ h".
[0374] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256
signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "256QAM signal point arrangement $g", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an
integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256 signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of
"256QAM signal point arrangement $h". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 255, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold does not exist in integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0375] At this point, the mapping set is defined.
[0376] The mapping set is defined as "(s1(t) 256QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 256QAM signal point ar-
rangement $p2)".
[0377] At this point, the same mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0378] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 256QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 256QAM signal point arrange-
ment $p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 256QAM signal point arrangement $qi,s2(t) 256QAM signal point
arrangement $q2), p1 = q1 and p2 = q2 hold in the case that the first mapping set is identical to the second mapping set."
[0379] The different mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0380] "When the first mapping set is (s1(t) 256QAM signal point arrangement $pi,s2(t) 256QAM signal point arrange-
ment $p2) while the second mapping set is (s1(t) 256QAM signal point arrangement $qi,s2(t) 256QAM signal point
arrangement $q2), p1 ≠ q1 or p2 ≠ q2 holds in the case that the first mapping set is different from the second mapping set."
[0381] At this point, the transmission device (the mapper in FIGS. 18, 19, 20, and 21) prepares L (L is an integer of 2
or more) kinds of mapping sets, and sets the L kinds of mapping sets to "mapping set *k" (k is an integer of 0 to L-1).
At this point, <Condition #15> is satisfied.
[0382] <Condition #16> is provided. An example of <Condition #16> will be described below. It is assumed that N =
2 kinds of phase values exist as the phase change value. Accordingly, Phase[0] and Phase[1] exist. It is assumed that
L = 3 kinds of mapping sets exist. Accordingly, "mapping set *0", "mapping set *1", and "mapping set *2" exist. At this
point, FIG. 17 illustrates the case that <Condition #16> is satisfied.
[0383] In FIG. 17, the horizontal axis indicates time number (slot number) i.
[0384] At this point, attention is paid to "mapping set *0". In time number 0, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21
performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change
using Phase[0].
[0385] In time number 1, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and phase
changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[1].
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[0386] Accordingly, for "mapping set *0", phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 uses all
the N = 2 kinds of phase values of Phase[k].
[0387] Attention is paid to "mapping set *1". In time number 2, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *1", and phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0388] In time number 3, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and phase
changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0389] Accordingly, for "mapping set *1", phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 uses all
the N = 2 kinds of phase values of Phase[k].
[0390] Attention is paid to "mapping set *2". In time number 4, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *2", and phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0391] In time number 5, the mapper in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 performs the mapping using "mapping set *2", and phase
changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0392] Accordingly, for "mapping set *2", phase changer H1008, H1801, or H1901 in FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21 uses all
the N = 2 kinds of phase values of Phase[k].
[0393] Therefore, <Condition #16> is satisfied in the case of FIG. 17. Therefore, in the reception device, a possibility
of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 65536 reception candidate signal points (the
candidate signal points of 256 3 256 = 65536 exist because the 256QAM signal is simultaneously received through two
lines) in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in
the radio wave propagation environment). Therefore, an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high
data reception quality is increased in the reception device can be obtained.
[0394] There is a possibility of being able to obtain the similar advantage even if <Condition #17> is satisfied instead
of <Condition #16>.
[0395] Phase change value λ(t) (see Equation 16) used by phase changers H1601 and H1701 in FIGS. 18, 19, 20,
and 21 may regularly be changed (for example, similarly to θ(t)). Although λ(t) is dealt with as the function of time t (or
"the function of frequency f" or "the function of time t and frequency f"), λ may be a fixed value.
[0396] Pre-coding matrix W of (Equation 10) and (Equation 17) in the exemplary embodiment may be a fixed pre-
coding matrix, or may be changed by time t (or "frequency f" or "time t and frequency f"). An example of pre-coding
matrix W will be described below.
[Mathematical formula 25] 

or
[Mathematical formula 26]

or
[Mathematical formula 27] 

or
[Mathematical formula 28] 
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or
[Mathematical formula 29] 

or
[Mathematical formula 30] 

or
[Mathematical formula 31]

or
[Mathematical formula 32] 

[0397] In (Equation 25), (Equation 26), (Equation 27), (Equation 28), (Equation 29), (Equation 30), (Equation 31), and
(Equation 32), α may be a real number or an imaginary number, and β may be a real number or an imaginary number.
Note that α is not 0 (zero), and β is not 0 (zero).
or
[Mathematical formula 33] 

or
[Mathematical formula 34] 
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or
[Mathematical formula 35] 

or
[Mathematical formula 36] 

or
[Mathematical formula 37] 

or
[Mathematical formula 38] 

or
[Mathematical formula 39] 

or
[Mathematical formula 40] 

[0398] In (Equation 33), (Equation 34), (Equation 35), (Equation 36), (Equation 37), (Equation 38), (Equation 39), and
(Equation 40), x is an angle (unit is "radian" or "degree") (real number). In (Equation 33), (Equation 35), (Equation 37),
and (Equation 39), β may be a real number or an imaginary number. Note that β is not 0 (zero).
or
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[Mathematical formula 41] 

or
[Mathematical formula 42] 

or
[Mathematical formula 43] 

or
[Mathematical formula 44] 

[0399] In (Equation 41), (Equation 42), (Equation 43), and (Equation 44), X11 and X21 are a real number (unit is "radian"
or "degree") (fixed value), Y is a fixed value (real number), and α may be a real number or an imaginary number. In
(Equation 41) and (Equation 43), β may be a real number or an imaginary number. Note that α is not 0 (zero), and β is
not 0 (zero).
or
[Mathematical formula 45] 

or
[Mathematical formula 46] 

or
[Mathematical formula 47] 
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or
[Mathematical formula 48] 

[0400] In (Equation 45), (Equation 46), (Equation 47), and (Equation 48), X11(i) and X21(i) are a real number (unit is
"radian" or "degree"), X11(i) and X21(i) are the function of i ("time", "frequency", or "time and frequency"), Y is a fixed
value (real number), and α may be a real number or an imaginary number. In (Equation 45) and (Equation 47), β may
be a real number or an imaginary number. Note that α is not 0 (zero), and β is not 0 (zero).
or
[Mathematical formula 49] 

or
[Mathematical formula 50] 

[0401] In (Equation 49) and (Equation 50), p and q may be a real number (fixed value) or an imaginary number (fixed
value). Note that p is not 0 (zero) and q is not 0 (zero).
or
[Mathematical formula 51] 

or
[Mathematical formula 52] 

[0402] In (Equation 51) and (Equation 52), p(i) and q(i) may be a real number or an imaginary number, and is the
function of i ("time", "frequency", or "time and frequency"). Note that p(i) is not 0 (zero) and q(i) is not 0 (zero).
[0403] The exemplary embodiment can be performed using another pre-coding matrix except the above pre-coding
matrix. At this point, pre-coding matrix W is a full rank.
[0404] The exemplary embodiment can be performed in the case that the following condition is satisfied for the mapping.
[0405] (s1(t) modulation scheme,s2(t) modulation scheme) = (modulation scheme involving 16 signal points in I-Q
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plane (4-bit transmission per symbol),modulation scheme involving 16 signal points in I-Q plane (4-bit transmission per
symbol)) is considered in the mapping of s1 and s2 in FIGS. 12 and 13.
[0406] M (M is an integer of 2 or more) kinds of methods for arranging the signal point of the modulation scheme
involving the 16 signal points in the I-Q plane (4-bit transmission per symbol) are prepared (in the transmission device).
At this point, the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #18>

[0407] It is assumed that one of <18-1>, <18-2>, <18-3>, and <18-4> is satisfied.

<18-1>

[0408] In s1(i), all the M kinds of mapping methods are adopted.

<18-2>

[0409] In s2(i), all the M kinds of mapping methods are adopted.

<18-3>

[0410] It is assumed that all the M kinds of mapping methods are adopted in s1(i), and that all the M kinds of mapping
methods are also adopted in s2(i).

<18-4>

[0411] In the case that the mapping method adopted in s1(i) and the mapping method adopted in s2(i) are combined,
all the M kinds of mapping methods are adopted.
[0412] The M kinds of mapping methods for the modulation scheme involving the 16 signal points in the I-Q plane (4-
bit transmission per symbol) are expressed as "signal point arrangement $k of modulation scheme involving 16 signal
points". Assuming that (k is an integer of 0 to M-1), the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #19>

[0413] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to M-1, that y is an integer of 0 to M-1, and that x ≠ y holds, the following
matter holds in all integers x and y satisfying these assumptions.
[0414] { It is assumed that (Ix,i,Qx,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $x of modulation scheme involving 16 signal
points", and that (Iy,j,Qy,j) (j is an integer of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal points in the in-phase
I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $y of modulation scheme involving 16 signal points". At this point,
{assuming that j is an integer of 0 to 15, i satisfying Ix,i ≠ Iy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption} or {assuming
that j is an integer of 0 to 15, i satisfying Qx,i ≠ Qy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption.}
}
[0415] In the reception device, a possibility of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 256
reception candidate signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered by satisfying these conditions
(particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave propagation environment). Therefore, an
advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception quality is increased in the reception device
can be obtained.
[0416] It is assumed that the following matter holds in the case that "g = h" holds in signal point arrangement $g of
the modulation scheme involving the 16 signal points and signal point arrangement $h of the modulation scheme involving
the 16 signal points.
[0417] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $g of modulation scheme involving 16 signal
points", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal points in the in-phase
I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $h of modulation scheme involving 16 signal points". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 15, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold exists in all integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0418] The following matter is satisfied for "g ≠ h".
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[0419] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $g of modulation scheme involving 16 signal
points", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer of 0 to 15) represents coordinates of each of the 16 signal points in the in-phase
I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $h of modulation scheme involving 16 signal points". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 15, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold does not exist in integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0420] At this point, the mapping set is defined.
[0421] The mapping set is defined as "(signal point arrangement $p1 of modulation scheme involving 16 s1(t) signal
points, signal point arrangement $p2 of modulation scheme involving 16 s2(t) signal points)".
[0422] At this point, the same mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0423] "When the first mapping set is (signal point arrangement $p1 of modulation scheme involving 16 s1(t) signal
points, signal point arrangement $p2 of modulation scheme involving 16 s2(t) signal points) while the second mapping
set is (signal point arrangement $q1 of modulation scheme involving 16 s1(t) signal points, signal point arrangement $q2
of modulation scheme involving 16 s2(t) signal points), p1 = q1 and p2 = q2 hold in the case that the first mapping set is
identical to the second mapping set."
[0424] The different mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0425] "When the first mapping set is (signal point arrangement $p1 of modulation scheme involving 16 s1(t) signal
points, signal point arrangement $p2 of modulation scheme involving 16 s2(t) signal points) while the second mapping
set is (signal point arrangement $q1 of modulation scheme involving 16 s1(t) signal points, signal point arrangement $q2
of modulation scheme involving 16 s2(t) signal points), p1 ≠ q1 and p2 ≠ q2 hold in the case that the first mapping set is
different from the second mapping set."
[0426] At this point, the transmission device (the mapper in FIGS. 12 and 13) prepares L (L is an integer of 2 or more)
kinds of mapping sets, and sets the L kinds of mapping sets to "mapping set *k" (k is an integer of 0 to L-1). At this point,
the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #20>

[0427] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, that y is an integer of 0 to L-1, and that x ≠ y holds, "mapping set *x"
differs from "mapping set *y" in all integers x and y satisfying these conditions.
[0428] The following condition is provided.

<Condition #21>

[0429] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, the following matter is satisfied in all integers x satisfying the assumption.
[0430] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0431] An example of <Condition #21> will be described below. It is assumed that N = 2 kinds of phase values exist
as the phase change value. Accordingly, Phase[0] and Phase[1] exist. It is assumed that L = 3 kinds of mapping sets
exist. Accordingly, "mapping set *0", "mapping set *1", and "mapping set *2" exist. At this point, FIG. 17 illustrates the
case that <Condition #21> is satisfied.
[0432] In FIG. 17, the horizontal axis indicates time number (slot number) i.
[0433] At this point, attention is paid to "mapping set *0". In time number 0, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0434] In time number 1, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0435] Accordingly, for "mapping set *0", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0436] Attention is paid to "mapping set *1". In time number 2, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *1", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0437] In time number 3, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0438] Accordingly, for "mapping set *1", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0439] Attention is paid to "mapping set *2". In time number 4, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *2", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0440] In time number 5, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *2", and the phase
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changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0441] Accordingly, for "mapping set *2", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0442] Therefore, <Condition #21> is satisfied in the case of FIG. 17. Therefore, in the reception device, a possibility
of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 256 reception candidate signal points in the in-
phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave
propagation environment). Therefore, an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception
quality is increased in the reception device can be obtained.
[0443] There is a possibility of being able to obtain the similar advantage even if the following condition is satisfied
instead of <Condition #21>.

<Condition #22>

[0444] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, x satisfying the following matter exists in x satisfying the assumption.
[0445] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0446] (s1(t) modulation scheme,s2(t) modulation scheme) = (modulation scheme involving 64 signal points in I-Q
plane (6-bit transmission per symbol), modulation scheme involving 64 signal points in I-Q plane (6-bit transmission per
symbol)) is considered in the mapping of s1 and s2 in FIGS. 12 and 13.
[0447] M (M is an integer of 2 or more) kinds of methods for arranging the signal point of the modulation scheme
involving the 64 signal points in the I-Q plane (6-bit transmission per symbol) are prepared (in the transmission device).
At this point, the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #23>

[0448] It is assumed that one of <23-1>, <23-2>, <23-3>, and <23-4> is satisfied.

<23-1>

[0449] In s1(i), all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.

<23-2>

[0450] In s2(i), all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.

<23-3>

[0451] It is assumed that all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted in s1(i), and that all the M
kinds of signal point arrangement methods are also adopted in s2(i).

<23-4>

[0452] In the case that signal point arrangement method adopted in s1(i) and the signal point arrangement method
adopted in s2(i) are combined, all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.
[0453] The M kinds of mapping methods for the modulation scheme involving the 64 signal points in the I-Q plane (6-
bit transmission per symbol) are expressed as "signal point arrangement $k of modulation scheme involving 64 signal
points". Assuming that (k is an integer of 0 to M-1), the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #24>

[0454] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to M-1, that y is an integer of 0 to M-1, and that x ≠ y holds, the following
matter holds in all integers x and y satisfying these assumptions.
[0455] { It is assumed that (Ix,i,Qx,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $x of modulation scheme involving 64 signal
points", and that (Iy,j,Qy,j) (j is an integer of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal points in the in-phase
I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $y of modulation scheme involving 64 signal points". At this point,
{assuming that j is an integer of 0 to 63, i satisfying Ix,i ≠ Iy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption} or {assuming
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that j is an integer of 0 to 63, i satisfying Qx,i ≠ Qy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption.}
}
[0456] In the reception device, a possibility of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 4096
reception candidate signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered by satisfying these conditions
(particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave propagation environment). Therefore, an
advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception quality is increased in the reception device
can be obtained.
[0457] It is assumed that the following matter holds in the case that "g = h" holds in signal point arrangement $g of
the modulation scheme involving the 64 signal points and signal point arrangement $h of the modulation scheme involving
the 64 signal points.
[0458] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $g of modulation scheme involving 64 signal
points", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal points in the in-phase
I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $h of modulation scheme involving 64 signal points". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 63, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold exists in all integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0459] The following matter is satisfied for "g ≠ h".
[0460] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal
points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $g of modulation scheme involving 64 signal
points", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer of 0 to 63) represents coordinates of each of the 64 signal points in the in-phase
I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $h of modulation scheme involving 64 signal points". At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 63, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold does not exist in integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0461] At this point, the mapping set is defined.
[0462] The mapping set is defined as "(signal point arrangement $p1 of modulation scheme involving 64 s1(t) signal
points, signal point arrangement $p2 of modulation scheme involving 64 s2(t) signal points)".
[0463] At this point, the same mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0464] "When the first mapping set is (signal point arrangement $p1 of modulation scheme involving 64 s1(t) signal
points, signal point arrangement $p2 of modulation scheme involving 64 s2(t) signal points) while the second mapping
set is (signal point arrangement $q1 of modulation scheme involving 64 s1(t) signal points, signal point arrangement $q2
of modulation scheme involving 64 s2(t) signal points), p1 = q1 and p2 = q2 hold in the case that the first mapping set is
identical to the second mapping set."
[0465] The different mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0466] "When the first mapping set is (signal point arrangement $p1 of modulation scheme involving 64 s1(t) signal
points, signal point arrangement $p2 of modulation scheme involving 64 s2(t) signal points) while the second mapping
set is (signal point arrangement $q1 of modulation scheme involving 64 s1(t) signal points, signal point arrangement $q2
of modulation scheme involving 64 s2(t) signal points), p1 ≠ q1 and p2 ≠ q2 hold in the case that the first mapping set is
different from the second mapping set."
[0467] At this point, the transmission device (the mapper in FIGS. 12 and 13) prepares L (L is an integer of 2 or more)
kinds of mapping sets, and sets the L kinds of mapping sets to "mapping set *k" (k is an integer of 0 to L-1). At this point,
the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #25>

[0468] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, that y is an integer of 0 to L-1, and that x ≠ y holds, "mapping set *x"
differs from "mapping set *y" in all integers x and y satisfying these conditions.
[0469] The following condition is provided.

<Condition #26>

[0470] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, the following matter is satisfied in all integers x satisfying the assumption.
[0471] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0472] An example of <Condition #26> will be described below. It is assumed that N = 2 kinds of phase values exist
as the phase change value. Accordingly, Phase[0] and Phase[1] exist. It is assumed that L = 3 kinds of mapping sets
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exist. Accordingly, "mapping set *0", "mapping set *1", and "mapping set *2" exist. At this point, FIG. 17 illustrates the
case that <Condition #26> is satisfied.
[0473] In FIG. 17, the horizontal axis indicates time number (slot number) i.
[0474] At this point, attention is paid to "mapping set *0". In time number 0, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0475] In time number 1, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0476] Accordingly, for "mapping set *0", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0477] Attention is paid to "mapping set *1". In time number 2, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *1", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0478] In time number 3, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0479] Accordingly, for "mapping set *1", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0480] Attention is paid to "mapping set *2". In time number 4, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *2", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0481] In time number 5, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *2", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0482] Accordingly, for "mapping set *2", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0483] Therefore, <Condition #26> is satisfied in the case of FIG. 17. Therefore, in the reception device, a possibility
of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 4096 reception candidate signal points in the in-
phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave
propagation environment). Therefore, an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception
quality is increased in the reception device can be obtained.
[0484] There is a possibility of being able to obtain the similar advantage even if the following condition is satisfied
instead of <Condition #26>.

<Condition #27>

[0485] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, x satisfying the following matter exists in x satisfying the assumption.
[0486] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0487] (Modulation scheme involving 256 signal points in I-Q plane (8-bit transmission per symbol),modulation scheme
involving 256 signal points in I-Q plane (8-bit transmission per symbol)) is considered in the mapping of s1 and s2 in
FIGS. 12 and 13.
[0488] M (M is an integer of 2 or more) kinds of methods for arranging the signal point of the modulation scheme
involving the 256 signal points in the I-Q plane (8-bit transmission per symbol) are prepared (in the transmission device).
At this point, the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #28>

[0489] It is assumed that one of <28-1>, <28-2>, <28-3>, and <28-4> is satisfied.

<28-1>

[0490] In s1(i), all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.

<28-2>

[0491] In s2(i), all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.

<28-3>

[0492] It is assumed that all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted in s1(i), and that all the M
kinds of signal point arrangement methods are also adopted in s2(i).
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<28-4>

[0493] In the case that signal point arrangement method adopted in s1(i) and the signal point arrangement method
adopted in s2(i) are combined, all the M kinds of signal point arrangement methods are adopted.
[0494] The M kinds of mapping methods for the modulation scheme involving the 256 signal points in the I-Q plane
(8-bit transmission per symbol) are expressed as "signal point arrangement $k of modulation scheme involving 256
signal points". Assuming that (k is an integer of 0 to M-1), the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #29>

[0495] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to M-1, that y is an integer of 0 to M-1, and that x ≠ y holds, the following
matter holds in all integers x and y satisfying these assumptions.
[0496] { It is assumed that (Ix,i,Qx,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256
signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $x of modulation scheme involving 256
signal points", and that (Iy,j,Qy,j) (j is an integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256 signal points in
the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $y of modulation scheme involving 256 signal points".
At this point,
{assuming that j is an integer of 0 to 255, i satisfying Ix,i ≠ Iy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption} or {assuming
that j is an integer of 0 to 255, i satisfying Qx,i ≠ Qy,j exists in all integers j satisfying the assumption.}
}
[0497] In the reception device, a possibility of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of
65536 reception candidate signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered by satisfying these conditions
(particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave propagation environment). Therefore, an
advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception quality is increased in the reception device
can be obtained.
[0498] It is assumed that the following matter holds in the case that "g = h" holds in signal point arrangement $g of
the modulation scheme involving the 256 signal points and signal point arrangement $h of the modulation scheme
involving the 256 signal points.
[0499] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256
signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $g of modulation scheme involving 256
signal points", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256 signal points in
the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $h of modulation scheme involving 256 signal points".
At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 255, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold exists in all integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0500] The following matter is satisfied for "g ≠ h".
[0501] { It is assumed that (Ig,i,Qg,i) (i is an integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256
signal points in the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $g of modulation scheme involving 256
signal points", and that (Ih,j,Qh,j) (j is an integer of 0 to 255) represents coordinates of each of the 256 signal points in
the in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane of "signal point arrangement $h of modulation scheme involving 256 signal points".
At this point,
{assuming that k is an integer of 0 to 255, the case that Ig,k = Ih,k and Qg,k = Qh,k hold does not exist in integers k satisfying
the assumption.}
}
[0502] At this point, the mapping set is defined.
[0503] The mapping set is defined as "(signal point arrangement $p1 of modulation scheme involving 256 s1(t) signal
points, signal point arrangement $p2 of modulation scheme involving 256 s2(t) signal points)".
[0504] At this point, the same mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0505] "When the first mapping set is (signal point arrangement $p1 of modulation scheme involving 256 s1(t) signal
points, signal point arrangement $p2 of modulation scheme involving 256 s2(t) signal points) while the second mapping
set is (signal point arrangement $q1 of modulation scheme involving 256 s1(t) signal points, signal point arrangement
$q2 of modulation scheme involving 256 s2(t) signal points), p1 = q1 and p2 = q2 hold in the case that the first mapping
set is identical to the second mapping set."
[0506] The different mapping set means that the following matter holds.
[0507] "When the first mapping set is (signal point arrangement $p1 of modulation scheme involving 256 s1(t) signal
points, signal point arrangement $p2 of modulation scheme involving 256 s2(t) signal points) while the second mapping
set is (signal point arrangement $q1 of modulation scheme involving 256 s1(t) signal points, signal point arrangement
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$q2 of modulation scheme involving 256 s2(t) signal points), p1 ≠ q1 or p2 ≠ q2 holds in the case that the first mapping
set is different from the second mapping set."
[0508] At this point, the transmission device (the mapper in FIGS. 12 and 13) prepares L (L is an integer of 2 or more)
kinds of mapping sets, and sets the L kinds of mapping sets to "mapping set *k" (k is an integer of 0 to L-1). At this point,
the following condition is satisfied.

<Condition #30>

[0509] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, that y is an integer of 0 to L-1, and that x ≠ y holds, "mapping set *x"
differs from "mapping set *y" in all integers x and y satisfying these conditions.
[0510] The following condition is provided.

<Condition #31>

[0511] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, the following matter is satisfied in all integers x satisfying the assumption.
[0512] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0513] An example of <Condition #31> will be described below. It is assumed that N = 2 kinds of phase values exist
as the phase change value. Accordingly, Phase[0] and Phase[1] exist. It is assumed that L = 3 kinds of mapping sets
exist. Accordingly, "mapping set *0", "mapping set *1", and "mapping set *2" exist. At this point, FIG. 17 illustrates the
case that <Condition #31> is satisfied.
[0514] In FIG. 17, the horizontal axis indicates time number (slot number) i.
[0515] At this point, attention is paid to "mapping set *0". In time number 0, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the
mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0516] In time number 1, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0517] Accordingly, for "mapping set *0", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0518] Attention is paid to "mapping set *1". In time number 2, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *1", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0519] In time number 3, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *0", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0520] Accordingly, for "mapping set *1", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0521] Attention is paid to "mapping set *2". In time number 4, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping
using "mapping set *2", and the phase changer performs the phase change using Phase[0].
[0522] In time number 5, the mapper in FIG. 12 or 13 performs the mapping using "mapping set *2", and the phase
changer performs the phase change using Phase[1].
[0523] Accordingly, for "mapping set *2", the phase changer in FIG. 12 or 13 uses all the N = 2 kinds of phase values
of Phase[k].
[0524] Therefore, <Condition #31> is satisfied in the case of FIG. 17. Therefore, in the reception device, a possibility
of regularly generating a small state of the minimum Euclid of each of 65536 reception candidate signal points in the in-
phase I-orthogonal Q plane can be lowered (particularly, in the case that the direct wave is dominant in the radio wave
propagation environment). Therefore, an advantage that a possibility of being able to obtain the high data reception
quality is increased in the reception device can be obtained.
[0525] There is a possibility of being able to obtain the similar advantage even if the following condition is satisfied
instead of <Condition #31>.

<Condition #32>

[0526] Assuming that x is an integer of 0 to L-1, x satisfying the following matter exists in x satisfying the assumption.
[0527] {The phase changer (subsequent to the weighting composition part) in FIG. 12 or 13 (or FIG. 18, 19, 20, or 21)
performs the phase change on the signal generated using s1 and s2 generated using "mapping set *x". At this point, it
is assumed that all the N kinds of phase values of Phase[k] are used as phase change value θ.}
[0528] In the exemplary embodiment, the OFDM scheme is applied by way of example. Alternatively, other multi-
carrier schemes and single-carrier scheme can also be applied. An OFDM scheme (NPL 7) in which a wavelet transform
is used and a spread spectrum communication scheme can also be applied.
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(Supplement)

[0529] The above exemplary embodiment may be performed while a plurality of contents are combined therewith.
[0530] The exemplary embodiment and other contents are illustrated only by way of example. The exemplary embod-
iment and other contents can be achieved with a similar configuration even with, for example, different "modulation
scheme, error correction coding scheme (such as error correction code, code length, and coding rate to be used), and
control information" from the illustrated "modulation scheme, error correction coding scheme (such as error correction
code, code length, and coding rate to be used), control information".
[0531] The exemplary embodiment and other contents can be achieved with a modulation scheme other than the
modulation scheme illustrated herein. For example, APSK (Amplitude Phase Shift Keying) (such as 16APSK, 64APSK,
128APSK, 256APSK, 1024APSK, and 4096APSK), PAM (Pulse Amplitude Modulation) (such as 4PAM, 8PAM, 16PAM,
64PAM, 128PAM, 256PAM, 1024PAM, and 4096PAM), PSK (Phase Shift Keying) (such as BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK, 16PSK,
64PSK, 128PSK, 256PSK, 1024PSK, and 4096PSK), and QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) (such as 4QAM,
8QAM, 16QAM, 64QAM, 128QAM, 256QAM, 1024QAM, and 4096QAM) may be applied, or uniform mapping and non-
uniform mapping may be applied in each modulation scheme.
[0532] The method for arranging 2, 4, 8, 16, 64, 128, 256, or 1024 signal points in the I-Q plane (a modulation scheme
involving 2, 4, 8, 16, 64, 128, 256, or 1024 signal points) is not limited to the methods for arranging signal points according
to the modulation scheme of the exemplary embodiment. Accordingly, the function of outputting the in-phase component
and the orthogonal component based on the plurality of bits is the function of the mapper, and the function of subsequently
performing the pre-coding and the phase change is one effective function of the present disclosure.
[0533] In the case that "∀" and "∃" exist in the specification, "∀" designates a universal quantifier, and "∃" designates
an existential quantifier.
[0534] In the case that a complex plane exists in the specification, for example, a unit of phase such as an argument
is called "radian".
[0535] The use of the complex plane can display polar coordinates of the complex number in a polar form. If a complex
number z = a + jb (a and b are integers and j is an imaginary unit) corresponds to a point (a,b) on the complex plane
and the point (a,b) is expressed as [r,θ] by the polar coordinate, (Equation 53) holds, where a = r 3 cosθ and b = r 3
sinθ hold (r is an absolute value of z (r = |z|) and θ is an argument). z = a + jb is expressed by r 3 ejθ.
[Mathematical formula 53] 

[0536] In the exemplary embodiment, the pre-coding weight and phase are change on the time axis. However, as
described above, the exemplary embodiment can also be achieved even if the multi-carrier transmission scheme such
as the OFDM transmission is used. Particularly, when the pre-coding switching method is changed according to only
the number of transmission signals, the reception device can recognize the method for switching the pre-coding weight
and phase by obtaining information about the number of transmission signals transmitted by the transmission device.
[0537] In the exemplary embodiment, the terminal reception device and the antenna may separately be configured.
For example, the reception device includes an interface which receives through a cable the signal that is received by
the antenna or the signal that is received by the antenna and subjected to frequency conversion, and the reception
device performs the subsequent processing.
[0538] The data and information obtained by the reception device are converted into a picture and a sound, and the
picture is displayed on a monitor while the sound is output from a speaker. The data and information obtained by the
reception device may be subjected to signal processing relating to the picture and sound (or do not need to be subjected
to signal processing), and output from an RCA terminal (video terminal and audio terminal), a USB (Universal Serial
Bus), HDMI (registered trademark) (High-Definition Multimedia Interface), and digital terminal, which are included in the
reception device.
[0539] In the exemplary embodiment, examples of equipment including the transmission device include communication
and broadcasting equipment such as a broadcasting station, a base station, an access point, a terminal, and a mobile
phone. In this case, examples of equipment including the reception device include communication equipment such as
a television set, a radio set, a terminal, a personal computer, a mobile phone, an access point, and a base station. The
transmission device and reception device of the present disclosure may be equipment having a communication function,
and the equipment may be connectable through a certain interface to a device, such as the television set, the radio set,
the personal computer, and the mobile phone, which executes an application.
[0540] In the exemplary embodiment, the symbol except for the data symbol, for example, a pilot symbol (such as a
preamble, a unique word, a postamble, and a reference symbol) and a symbol for control information may flexibly be
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arranged in the frame. At this point, although the symbol is referred to as the pilot symbol or the symbol for control
information, the symbol may flexibly be named, and the function itself is important.
[0541] For example, in the transmitter and the receiver, the pilot symbol only needs to be a known symbol that is
modulated using the PSK modulation (alternatively, the receiver may synchronize with the transmitter to recognize the
symbol transmitted by the transmitter), and the receiver performs frequency synchronization, time synchronization,
channel estimation (estimation of CSI (Channel State Information)) (of each modulated signal), and signal detection
using the symbol.
[0542] The symbol for control information is used to transmit information that needs to be transmitted to a communication
partner (such as the modulation scheme used in the communication, the error correction coding scheme, and the coding
rate of the error correction coding scheme, and setting information in a high-level layer) in order to conduct the commu-
nication except for the data (of the application).
[0543] The present disclosure is not limited to the exemplary embodiment, but various changes can be made. For
example, the exemplary embodiment is described on the assumption that the exemplary embodiment is implemented
by a communication device. Alternatively, the communication method can be implemented by software.
[0544] The pre-coding switching method is described above in the method for transmitting the two modulated signals
from the two antennas. Alternatively, the pre-coding weight (matrix) can also be changed as the pre-coding switching
method in a method for performing the pre-coding on four post-mapping signals to generate four modulated signals and
transmitting the four modulated signals from four antennas, namely, a method for performing the pre-coding on N post-
mapping signals to generate N modulated signals and transmitting the N modulated signals from N antennas.
[0545] Although the terms such as "pre-coding" and "pre-coding weight" are used herein, the name does not matter,
but the signal processing itself is important in the present disclosure.
[0546] The different pieces of data or the identical data may be transmitted by streams s1(t) and s2(t).
[0547] For both the transmit antenna of the transmission device and the receive antenna of the reception device, one
antenna illustrated in the drawings may be constructed with a plurality of antennas.
[0548] It is necessary that the transmission device and the reception device be notified of the transmission method
(an MIMO, an SISO, a spatio-temporal block code, and an interleaving scheme), the modulation scheme, and the error
correction coding scheme, but the notification is occasionally omitted in the exemplary embodiment. The transmission
method, the modulation scheme, and the error correction coding scheme exist in the frame transmitted by the transmission
device, and the reception device changes the operation by obtaining the transmission method, the modulation scheme,
and the error correction coding scheme.
[0549] For example, a program executing the communication method may previously be stored in a ROM (Read Only
Memory), and executed by a CPU (Central Processor Unit).
[0550] The program for executing the communication method may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium,
the program stored in the storage medium may be recorded in a RAM (Random Access Memory), and a computer may
be operated according to the program.
[0551] Each configuration of the exemplary embodiment may typically be implemented as an LSI (Large Scale Inte-
gration) that is of an integrated circuit. Each configuration of the exemplary embodiment may individually be integrated
into one chip, or all or some of the configurations of the exemplary embodiment may be integrated into one chip.
[0552] Although the term LSI is used, sometimes the terms of an IC (Integrated Circuit), a system LSI, a super LSI,
and an ultra LSI are used. A circuit integration technique is not limited to the LSI, but the circuit integration technique
may be implemented by a dedicated circuit or a general-purpose processor. A programmable FPGA (Field Programmable
Gate Array) or a reconfigurable processor that can reconfigure the connection or setting of circuit cell in the LSI may be
used after production of the LSI.
[0553] When a circuit integration technology that replacing the LSI emerges with the progress of a semiconductor
technology or a derivative technology, the functional blocks may be integrated using the technology. A biotechnology
might be applied.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0554] The present disclosure can widely be applied to a radio communication system that transmits the different
modulated signals from the plurality of antennas. The present disclosure can be applied to the case that MIMO trans-
mission is performed in a wired communication system (such as a PLC (Power Line Communication) system, an optical
communication system, and a DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) system) having a plurality of transmission places.
[0555] According to a first aspect, a transmission method is provided comprising: selecting one of 16 signal points on
an in-phase I-orthogonal Q plane according to a value of a 4-bit transmission data series; and transmitting a transmission
signal generated according to the selected signal point, wherein, assuming that I is an in-phase component and that Q
is an orthogonal component, (I,Q) of each of the 16 signal points is expressed as
(33w16b,33w16b),(33w16b,f23w16b),(33w16b,-f233w16b),(33w16b,-33w16b),(f13w16b,33w16b),(f13
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W16b,f23w16b),(f13w16b,-f23w16b),(f13w16b,-33w16b),(-f13w16b,33w16b),(-f13w16b,f23w16b),(-f1
3w16b,-f23w16b),(-f13w16b,-33w16b),(-33w16b,33w16b),(-33w16b,f23w16b),(-33w16b,-f23w16b) ,(-33w16b,-33w16b)
and when f1 satisfies f1 > 0 (f1 is a real number greater than 0) and f1 ≠ 3, f2 satisfies f2 > 0 (f2 is a real number greater
than 0) and f2 ≠ 3, and w16b is set to an average power z2 (z2 is a real number greater than 0) of the signal point,
[Mathematical formula 1] 

is satisfied.

Claims

1. A transmission method comprising:

first generating processing of generating a first orthogonal frequency division modulated (OFDM) symbol in-
cluding a plurality of first modulated signals s1(k) and plurality of first pilot signals, and a second OFDM symbol
including a plurality of second modulated signals s2(k) and plurality of second pilot signals,

k denoting carrier number,
each of the plurality of first modulated signals s1(k) corresponding to any one of 16 signal points comprised
in a first mapping scheme,
the second modulated signal s2(k) being equal to the first modulated signal s1(k) for each of the carrier
number k,

first phase change processing of performing a first phase change on the plurality of second modulated signals
s2(k) using amounts of the first phase change specified by a function of the carrier number k,
first transmission processing of transmitting the plurality of first modulated signals s1(k) using a first antenna
and transmitting the plurality of second modulated signals s2(k) using a second antenna,
the first modulated signal s1(k) and the second modulated signal s2(k) are transmitted at same frequency and
same time for each of the carrier number k,
second generating processing of generating a third OFDM symbol including a plurality of third modulated signals
s3(k) and a fourth OFDM symbol including a plurality of fourth modulated signals s4(k),

each of the plurality of third modulated signals s3(k) corresponding to any one of 16 signal points comprised
in a second mapping scheme,
the first mapping scheme and the second mapping scheme being different from each other in a signal point
arrangement;
the fourth modulated signal s4(k) being equal to the third modulated signal s3(k) for each of the carrier
number k,

second phase change processing of performing a second phase change on the plurality of fourth modulated
signals s4(k) using amounts of the second phase change specified by the function of the carrier number k, and
second transmission processing of transmitting the plurality of third modulated signals s3(k) using the first
antenna and transmitting the plurality of fourth modulated signals s4(k) using the second antenna,
the third modulated signal s3(k) and the fourth modulated signal s4(k) are transmitted at same frequency and
same time for each of the carrier number k.
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2. A transmission system comprising:

generating circuitry which, in operation,

generates a first orthogonal frequency division modulated (OFDM) symbol including a plurality of first mod-
ulated signals s1(k) and plurality of first pilot signals, and a second OFDM symbol including a plurality of
second modulated signals s2(k) and plurality of second pilot signals,

k denoting carrier number,
each of the plurality of first modulated signals s1(k) corresponding to any one of 16 signal points
comprised in a first mapping scheme,
the second modulated signal s2(k) being equal to the first modulated signal s1(k) for each of the carrier
number k, and

generates a third OFDM symbol including a plurality of third modulated signals s3(k) and a fourth OFDM
symbol including a plurality of fourth modulated signals s4(k),

each of the plurality of third modulated signals s3(k) corresponding to any one of 16 signal points
comprised in a second mapping scheme,
the first mapping scheme and the second mapping scheme being different from each other in a signal
point arrangement;
the fourth modulated signal s4(k) being equal to the third modulated signal s3(k) for each of the carrier
number k,

phase change circuitry which, in operation,

performs a first phase change on the plurality of second modulated signals s2(k) using amounts of the first
phase change specified by a function of the carrier number k, and
performs a second phase change on the plurality of fourth modulated signals s4(k) using amounts of the
second phase change specified by the function of carrier number k,

first transmission circuitry which, in operation,

transmits the plurality of first modulated signals s1(k) using a first antenna, and
transmits the plurality of third modulated signals s3(k) using the first antenna, and

second transmission circuitry which, in operation,

transmits the plurality of second modulated signals s2(k) using a second antenna and
transmits the plurality of fourth modulated signals s4(k) using the second antenna,

the first modulated signal s1(k) and the second modulated signal s2(k) are transmitted at same frequency
and same time for each of the carrier number k,
the third modulated signal s3(k) and the fourth modulated signal s4(k) are transmitted at same frequency
and same time for each of the carrier number k.

3. A reception method comprising:

first reception processing of receiving a first reception symbol obtained by receiving a first orthogonal frequency
division modulated (OFDM) symbol transmitted from a first antenna of a transmission system and a second
OFDM symbol transmitted from a second antenna of the transmission system,

the first OFDM symbol carrying a plurality of first modulated signals s1(k) and plurality of first pilot signals,
the second OFDM symbol carrying a plurality of second modulated signals s2(k) and plurality of second
pilot signals,
k denoting carrier number,
the first modulated signal s1(k) and the second modulated signal s2(k) are transmitted at same frequency
and same time for each of the carrier number k,
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each of the plurality of first modulated signals s1(k) corresponding to any one of 16 signal points comprised
in a first mapping scheme,
the second modulated signal s2(k) being equal to the first modulated signal s1(k) for each of the carrier
number k,
the plurality of second modulated signals s2(k) being subjected to a first phase change using amounts of
the first phase change specified by a function of the carrier number k before transmission,

first demodulation processing of demodulating the first reception symbol using a first de-mapping scheme
corresponding to the first mapping scheme,
second reception processing of receiving a second reception symbol obtained by receiving a third OFDM symbol
transmitted from the first antenna of the transmission system and a fourth OFDM symbol transmitted from the
second antenna of the transmission system,

the third OFDM symbol carrying a plurality of third modulated signals s3(k),
the fourth OFDM symbol carrying a plurality of fourth modulated signals s4(k),
the third modulated signal s3(k) and the fourth modulated signal s4(k) are transmitted at same frequency
and same time for each of the carrier number k,
each of the plurality of third modulated signals s3(k) corresponding to any one of 16 signal points comprised
in a second mapping scheme,
the first mapping scheme and the second mapping scheme being different from each other in a signal point
arrangement;
the fourth modulated signal s4(k) being equal to the third modulated signal s3(k) for each of the carrier
number k,
the plurality of fourth modulated signals s4(k) being subjected to a second phase change using amounts
of the second phase change specified by the function of the carrier number k before transmission,

second demodulation processing of demodulating the second reception symbol using a second de-mapping
scheme corresponding to the second mapping scheme.

4. A reception device comprising:

reception circuitry which, in operation,

receives a first reception symbol obtained by receiving a first orthogonal frequency division modulated
(OFDM) symbol transmitted from a first antenna of a transmission system and a second OFDM symbol
transmitted from a second antenna of the transmission system,
the first OFDM symbol carrying a plurality of first modulated signals s1(k) and plurality of first pilot signals,

the second OFDM symbol carrying a plurality of second modulated signals s2(k) and plurality of second pilot
signals,

k denoting carrier number,
the first modulated signal s1(k) and the second modulated signal s2(k) are transmitted at same frequency
and same time for each of the carrier number k,
each of the plurality of first modulated signals s1(k) corresponding to any one of 16 signal points comprised
in a first mapping scheme,
the second modulated signal s2(k) being equal to the first modulated signal s1(k) for each of the carrier
number k,
the plurality of second modulated signals s2(k) being subjected to a first phase change using amounts of
the first phase change specified by a function of the carrier number k before transmission,

receives a second reception symbol obtained by receiving a second reception symbol obtained by receiving a
third OFDM symbol transmitted from the first antenna of the transmission system and a fourth OFDM symbol
transmitted from the second antenna of the transmission system,

the third OFDM symbol carrying a plurality of third modulated signals s3(k),
the fourth OFDM symbol carrying a plurality of fourth modulated signals s4(k),
the third modulated signal s3(k) and the fourth modulated signal s4(k) are transmitted at same frequency
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and same time for each of the carrier number k,
each of the plurality of third modulated signals s3(k) corresponding to any one of 16 signal points comprised
in a second mapping scheme,
the first mapping scheme and the second mapping scheme being different from each other in a signal point
arrangement;
the fourth modulated signal s4(k) being equal to the third modulated signal s3(k) for each of the carrier
number k,
the plurality of fourth modulated signals s4(k) being subjected to a second phase change using amounts
of the second phase change specified by the function of the carrier number k before transmission, and

demodulation circuitry which, in operation,

demodulates the first reception symbol using a first de-mapping scheme corresponding to the first mapping
scheme, and
demodulates the second reception symbol using a second de-mapping scheme corresponding to the second
mapping scheme.
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